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KNIGHTS IN 
PRIMETIME· 
UCF opens season at USC on national 
television tonight- SEESPORTS,81 
FREE • Published Monda ~and Thursda s 
O'Leary aims to break losing streak 
Football kicks off season tonight against Spurrier-led Co~ks 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Managing Editor 
George O'Leary and Steve 
Spurrier have a lot in common. 
They're both trying to rebuild 
college football programs· and 
they're both facing a must-win 
game tonight. 
Monday afternoon, O'Leary . 
spoke to the media about 
tonight's season opener against 
South Carolina. But the ques-
tions he and a pair of players 
fielded were centered more 
around how thetll deal with 
Spurrier's offense and less about 
what the Knights are bringing to 
.the table. 
For the fourth consecutive 
season, UCF will open on ESPN. 
For the first time in that span, 
the Knights will try to win on 
national television. On top of 
that, they'll also have to get by 
the 80,250 fans at Williams-
Brice Stadium. 
Tonight's game also marks 
the last run for UCF seniors 
hoping to end their careers at 
UCF on ·a brighter note. While 
they certainly know how impor-
tant this game is, they also know 
that it's more than just Spurrier's 
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Katrina leaves New Orleans.flooded 
Refugees moved 
from Superdome 
to Astrodome due 
to poor conditions 
TYLER KING 
Staff Writer 
Early Tuesday morn.fog 
many held out hope that New 
Orleans would be spared from 
the devastating flood waters 
expected from Hurricane Katri-
na. But as the day went on, Kat-
rina's full wrath became appar-
ent. 
. As of Tuesday night, it was 
estimated that 70 percent to 80 
percent of the city of New 
Orleans was under water, 
according to a statement from 
Louisiana Gov. Kathleen -Blanco. 
Some sections .of the city 
were under at least 10 feet to 15 
·feet of water in certain areas. In 
others, like the streets surround-
ing the Superdome, water was 
waist-high·and steadily rising . . 
Flooding in the French Quarter 
was a timid 5 inches and quickly ' 
rose to knee-level by' mid-after-
noon. 
· Untold hundreds were 
trapped on roofs and in attics as 
the waters submerged their 
. neighborhoods. Between 15,000 
to 20,000 evacuees huddled 
inside the New Orleans Super-
dome football stadium for safe-
ty. 
After surveying the damage 
by boat and helicopter, Blanco 
told reporters the city and 
refugees inside ,the dome must 
be completely evacuated. 
"The situation is untenable," 
she said. 
Late Monday night and Tues-
day the city began to rapidly fill 
with water from the coast and 
Lake Pontchartrain. Two levees 
were punctured as a result of the 
hurricane and overflowing 
rivers. 
Pumps that normally do the 
job of draining the city's mild 
flood waters are functioning in 
some areas, but they only pump 
the water back to the lake. This 
essentially renders them use-
less. . . 
Rising water at the Super-
dome threatened the genera-
tors. It has also begun to fill 
PLEASE SEE THOUSANDS ON A2 
VULGARITY, HILARITY 
The Aristocrats merges 
smarts, smut-SEEVARIETV,85 
MEN'S SOCCER READY 
Seas9n begins at home on 
tomorrow -SEESPORTS,83 
www. UCFnews.com • Thursdai September 1, 200S 
UCF at USC. 
When: Tonight, 7:52 p.m. 
Where: Columbia, S.C. 
TV: ESPN 
George O'Leary (left) and Steve 
Spurrier (right) face each other for 
the first time in their careers 
tonight at South Carolina. The game 
marks the fourth straight year the 
Knights have opened on ESPN. 
Park and ride to 
ease parking woes 
' . 
nership II building in the Central Florida 
Research Park and travel by shuttle to a 
stop on campus near the Student Health 
Center. 
Students try out alternative 
transportation in face of 
overcrowded campus lots With parking. conditions at UCF more crowded than ever this Fall, students are · 
turning to alternative forms of trans-
portation to get to their classes on time 
such as the popular UCF Shuttle Service, 
which began in 2002. 
. M~RKJUSTICE 
Staff Writer . 
;The Department of Parking and 
Transportation Services announced 
the addition of a new ''par!< and ride 
location" that invites students to 
"avoid the fuss and ride the bus" as 
an alternative to the congested park-
ing lots and garages on campus. 
This most recent addition to the 
The UCF Shuttle Service offers trans-
portation to and from 15 off-campus 
apartment complexes. Director of Park-
ing Services John Clark is proud to dis-
·cuss the shuttle service his department 
manages, explaining that it has "grown 
vastly'' since it first began. 
UCF Shuttle Service ·allows stu-
dents to use parking at tlie Part-
Today, the shuttle service uses 23 
PLEASE SEE SCOOTERS ON AS 
All-time 
high for gas 
VANESSA FERNANDEZ 
Staff Writer 
With gas prices surging 
close to $3 per gallon, many 
UCF students are struggling to 
keep up with the high prices 
anq are trying to adjust their 
budgets accordingly. 
and from campus· are feeling the 
pain from high gas prices. ''I come 
to school on Mondays, Wednes-
days and Fridays and I spend 
almost $70 a week in gas," said 
sophomore , Mercedes Abiles, a 
political science major. Abiles lives 
in Poinciana, which is located in 
Kissimmee. 
"I remember whert I got 
my license, gas was under a 
dollar per gallon," said fresh-
man Regina Natera, a radio-
logical sciences pending 
major. "I remember paying 
like 90 cents for gas." 
"On Tuesdays and Thursdays, I 
don't drive. I stay· at home like a 
bum or I make my friends drive me 
places," said Abiles. 
College students are helpless to 
influence gas prices, but many are 
Students commuting tor· PLEASE SEE PRICES ON A2 
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Merolle reflects on legacy · 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Managing Editor 
As Nick Merolle stepped 
down from his Senate speak-
er position last week, the SGA 
· Senate is forced tonight to 
choose a new senate pro 
temp after Mark White was 
voted into the speaker role. . 
There was quite a bit of 
debate at last week's meeting 
over whether or not it was a 
good move for the senate to 
allow White. to leave his pro 
tempore position and fill the 
role of speaker, but in the end 
the senators decided it was 
the right move. The pro temp 
role has been vacant for the 
past week and tonight it will 
be filled by either Logan 
Berkowitz or Kelly Travis. 
Both served under White as 
deputy pro temps. 
But as White settles into 
his new role; Merolle wants tp 
remain a resource to the Stu-
dent Government Associa-
tion. The former speaker did-
n't have to leave his position, 
but chose to because he was 
offered a full-time job and the 
chance to begin his profes-
sional life. Although he grad-
uated, Merolle was still eligi-
ble to hold the position. 
However, he knaw the qeci-
sion he had to make. 
"With a full-time job, it sig-
nificantly took away from the 
amount of time I could ·put 
in," Merolle said. "In compar-
ison to what I was putting in 
before, we would have been 
working after hours. It would-
n't really be effective because 
somebody needs to be in 
there. It's something that I 
thought was: important fo.r 
somebody in that tole to be 
accessible." 
Merolle had some time to 
mull over -the decision. As he 
weighed his options he also 
, began searching out a poten-
tial replacement. He had a 
few names in mind, but he 
also had White near the top of 
his list. When it came time to 
share his decision with the 
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, News arid notices for 
the UCF community 
Last chance to pledge 
The Interfraternity Council 
is wrapping up its 2005 recruit-
, ment efforts from 9 p.m. to mid-
night both today and tomorrow 
at Lake Claire and Greek Park. 
Fraternities in good standing 
will be hosting recruitment 
events inside tents set up at 
Lake Claire or inside their 
houses on Greek Park. 
Free food and music will be 
available for prospective new 
members as they visit various 
fraternities 'in hopes of being 
invited to join. 
IFC leaders encourage all 
students to attend the rush 
event and find a fraternity that 
they can call home. . 
For more information on 
UCF fraternities and recruit-
ment visit 
http://greeklife.sdes.ucf.edu/ 
or contact 407-823-2072. 
Make the team 
The roller hockey club team 
will be holding tryouts at 10 p.m 
on Tuesday, Sept. 7, for the 
upcoming season. The roller 
hockey club team is part of 
UCF's Sports Club.Council and 
competes against other univer-
sity clubs across the nation. 
UCF's cltib teams are more 
competitive than traditional 
intramural teams and demand 
more time anck:ornrnitrnent. 
Anybody interested in try-
ing out should contact Spencer 
Sadkin at spencerhs5@earth-
link.net, or visit the team web-
site at 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-sp3 
25420 for more information. 
Move up in marketing 
The Society for Marketing 
Professymal Services is hosting 
its ltiekoff meeting at 5 p.m. 
Thursday in the Business 
Administration I building, 
Room 122. Students who attend 
will learn more about market-
ing careers and how to network 
with local professionals. 
For more information about 
SMPS, visit 
http:/ /www.bus.ucf.edu/smps, 
or email smps@bus.ucf.edu. 
Football viewing party 
The Student Government 
Association is hosting a view-
ing party for UCF's opening 
game of the season at 6 p.m. 
today in Wackadoo's. All stu-
dents are invited to enjoy free· 
food and giveaways before 
watching UCf take on the USC 
Gamecocks at 7 p.m. 
SGA leaders will be present 
at the viewing party, and stu-
dents considering involvement 
in SGA are invited to come and 
meet the current leaders face-
to-face. Applications will be 
available for the prestigious 
Student Body President Fresh-
men Advisory Council, and 
SGA President Willie Bentley, 
Jr. may even make a surprise 
appearance. 
For more information ori the 
viewing ·party, or to find out 
more about SGA, visit 
http:/ /www.sgaucf.edu, or con-
tact Director of Communica-
tions Ever G6nzalez at 407-823-
2191. 
LET US KNOW 
The Future wants to hear 
from you! If you have a club, 
· organization or event and want 
your information to be consid-
ered for the Around Campus 
column, send a fax to 407-447-
4556 or an e-mail to 
editor@ucfnews.com. Dead-
lines are 5 p.m. Monday for the 
Wednesday edition. " 
• Economical 
•Quick 
·Clean 
•Painless 
Full body wax for men & women 
Thousands left homeless after hurricane NATION& WORLD • 
FROM Al 
inside the structure. As of 
Wednesday they were expect-
ed to cease operation. The 
thousands inside will be left 
with no air conditioning in the 
sweltering summer heat, which 
is forecasted to be a high of 92 
degrees according to The 
Weather Channel meteorolo-
gists. 
Already the dome has little 
to no food, no source for fresh 
drinking water and no working 
sewage facilities. Reports indi-
cate the garbage inside is pilling 
up quickly. The order has been 
given to begin evacuating as 
soon as possible. 
Ii:i the downtown areas 
where the flooding is less 
intense, windows from office 
buildings hav~ been completely 
blown out. Shattered glass now 
lines the sunken pavement and 
drifts through the streets. High-
ways poke out of the rising 
water like tiny islands and are 
littered with abandoned cars, 
stranded survivors and news 
vans. 
The streets have become 
canals. In both commercial and 
residential areas the water cur-. 
rent carries debris from homes 
destroyed by winds. Cars, 
power lines, animal carcasses 
and even bodies float by in the 
garbage-ridden waters. 
After the storm had passed, 
little-by-little Coast Guard and 
Army National Guard search 
and rescue helicopters moved 
in. Rescuers worked through 
the day Tuesday in their first 
attempts to pluck more than 
1,200 strarided people out of 
attics and from rooftops as the 
waters had completely 
engulfed their homes and made 
ro_ads impassible. 
Eventually, emergency per-
sonnel and volunteers began to 
make their way though neigh-
borhoods by boat. 
New Orleans Mayor Ray 
Nagin explained the dire situa-
tion to reporters on Tuesday. 
He stated hundreds, maybe 
thousands of people may still 
need to be rescued. Things are 
GARY CORONADO I ASSOCIATED PRESS 
After many residents of New Orleans were left without homes due to flooding, they sought refuge at the New Orleans Superdome, home of 
the New Ol'leans Saints NFL franchise. Due to various problems in the dome, refugees have since been moved to the Houston Astrodome. 
so bad, Nagin said to reporters, 
that rescue boats are having to 
bypass the dead. 
"We're · not even dealing 
with the dead bodies. They're 
just pushing thetn on the side:' 
said Nagin. · . 
One man who appeared on 
several television news stations 
relayed his wife's last words as 
she let•go of his hand and was 
swept away by the raging 
waters: "You can't hold on to 
me, let me go. You have to take 
care of the kids." 
Personal accounts and 
heartbreaking stories such as 
this one are plentiful through-
out the hardest hit Gulf Coast 
states. 
Emergency management, 
federal and state officials and 
volunteer organizations have 
mobilized quickly to answer 
the needs of the thousands 
stranded and in need of help. 
However, Blanco warns it could 
be weeks before the full extent 
of the damage is assessed and 
adequate help can find a way 
into the city. 
In a unique circumstance, 
inmates from a flooded prison 
are being held on a ramp lead-
ing to a highway inside the city. 
Armed guards watch over them 
as they remain in orange jump-
suits and in restraints. They sit 
and wait until an evacuation 
plan is developed and a reloca-
tion space identified. 
As the governor explained, 
the city is without power. New 
Orleans is without a significant 
food supply and any drinkable 
water. 
Gas and water mains are 
sever~ly damaged. Sewage and 
human remains are filling the 
city. Bacteria and disease will 
quickly spread though the stag-
nated flood waters. 
The situation is dire.and the 
risk to the surviving population 
is high. The destruction is 
severe. New Orleans is no 
longer a functioning city and it 
may be months before power is 
restored. 
The "bowl effect" is in full 
effect as of late Tuesday night: 
The city - sitting 8 feet below 
sea level - is filling in with 
water from the higher · eleva-
tions surrounding it. · 
Despite the current con&.-
tion of one of the oldest cities in 
America, government leaders 
are determined to control the 
situation. 
. "We will rebuild,'' says Blan-
co, "but it is a long road ahead." 
The Army Corps of Engi-
neers is working with city offi-
cials to address the levee 
breaches: Nearly 3;000 pounds 
have already been brought in to 
try to shore up the leak. Con-
'tractors have been contacted to 
deliver more sandbags, con-
crete and industrial cranes to 
begin repairs. Estimates are that 
the waters could begin to 
recede and be pumped out · 
within two· weeks. 
Locally, units from Patrick 
Air Force Base are on their way 
to Jackson, Miss., to assist the 
Red Cross in rescue efforts. 
Right now, the major con-
cerns are evacuating all those in 
the city shelters and to continue 
search and resC1le missions to 
find countless citizens still 
stuck in their homes. 
FEMA estimates this will be 
the largest search and rescue 
mission .in . the history of the 
United States. 
Keep current with headlines i 
· you may have missed 
Looters ransack city, Louisiana 
officials call reinforcements , •' 
NEW ORLEANS -With . 
law officers and National ~ 
Guardsmen focused on saving. · • ' 
lives, looters around the city __ . 
spent another day Wednesday ' · 
brazenly ransacking stores for .. 
food, beer, clothing, appli-; '? ~ 
ances and 'guns. - , • 
Gov. Kathleen Blanco said: M 
she has asked the White'. 
House to send more people to, • 
help with evacuations and res-
cues, thereby freeing up· 
National Guardsmen to stop • 
looters. · 
Amid the chaos Wednes-' 
day, thieves commandeered a :., 
forklift and used it to push up 1 • 
the storm shutters and break , 
the glass of a pharmacy. The 
crowd stormed the store, car-
rying out so much ice, water , 
and food that it dropped from ;· 
their arms as they ran. The • 
street was littered with pack- ( • 
·ages of ramen noodles and 1 
other items. 1 
·At one store, hordes of peo-
ple from all ages, races . and • 
walks of life grabbed food and 1 
water. Some drove away with , 
trunkloads of beer. 
At ·one p_oint, tWo officers , • 
drew their guns on the looters, ; 
but the thieves~.left without , 
incident. , ~ 
One of the officers said he · • 
' is not going to arrest anyone 1 
for snatching up food and 
· water. ' 
Bush releases stockpiled oil to 
help national consumers 
WASHINGTON - The 
Bush administration agreed 
Wedn.esday to release oil from · 
emergency stockpiles to help 
Gulf Coast refiners hobbled by 
a loss of shipments due to· 
Hurricane Katrina 
The administration also 
moved to temporarily ease 
some pollution standards on 
gasoline and diesel fuel to 
avert shortages. 
The actions· were 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
Prices hard to cope with for some 
announced as President Bush 
returned to Washington from 
his Texas ranch to oversee fed-
eral relief efforts. He flew over 
some of the affected area on 
his way. 
The decision to tap the 
Strategic Petroleum Reserve 
was an effort.- to 1-re~I? produc-
fiop. of gasoli.Qe. au<!io1:her fuels 
steady. 
• 
FROM Al 
finding ways to get around. For 
Abiles, it's the little things that 
she thinks will help her save 
gas. 
"In the morning, I don't turn 
on the [air conditioning]; I 
drive with the windows down,'' 
Abiles said. 
·''When I'm driving home, I 
no longer get on the 417 so that 
I don't have to pay tolls. Also, I 
take Semoran Boulevard all the 
way to behind the airport. It 
may take longer, but I also don't 
drive as fast soJ don't waste as 
much gas." 
Students have also placed 
other bills on the back burner 
in order to be able to pay for 
gas. 
"Honestly, I haven't paid my 
car [bill] yet because I don't 
have the money,'' said junior 
Alondra Hernandez, who 
drives from ·her home near the 
Mall at Millenia to both UCF 
and her workplace at Walt Dis-
neyWorld. 
" "It's also really difficult to 
get a job by UCF so I got a j<;>b 
at Disney and now I'm driving 
to both places and spending 
even more on gas,'' said Her-
nandez, who spends nearly $50 
a week on gas in addition to 
money spent ontolls. 
"Because I am a full-time 
student, I spend a lot of time at 
UCF and it's really difficult. to 
be able to work because I have 
to be at school,'' said Heman- • 
dez. 
"I want to work and I want ' 
to make more money but some-
thip.g always comes up and it 
makes it really hard to get to 
work," she added. · 
Natera believes · that this 
time of year is just very hard 
for students in general. 
"Tuition is due this week. I 
had to buy my books last week. 
I had to get a new parking per-
mit. I have to payfor gas. I had 
to pay my car, insurance and I 
want to have a social life but I 
don't know if I can do it all" 
And things are·only ~o~ to The association also report-
get worse, New· Q:tleaiis,. and ~ . ed;. th~ in 2004, gas theft cost 
Mississippi ·are feelliig the· paifi retailers· 237 million dollars _,, 
and devastation that Hurricane 
Katrina has left them and soon, 
students buying gas will too. 
Prior to Katrina hitting land, 
many refineries, oil platforms 
and pipelines along the Gulf 
Coast were shut down. 
The closed refineries and 
plants account for 15 percent of 
the U.S refinery production, 
which drove energy prices to 
new highs on Tuesdays, 
accordffig to the Associated. 
Press. 
According to Abiles, it's all 
just way too much money. "I've 
been paying for thlngs with my 
credit card. It doesn't scare me 
at all because I know I can pay 
it offbut I feel bad for others 
who can't." 
And others are not hesitat-
ing to get their gas illegally. 
Accordihg to the National 
Association of Convenience 
Stores. one out every 1,100 "fill-
ups last year was a gas theft. 
more than double what it was 
for2003. 
Many gas station$ have now 
changed to a pre-pay policy, but 
even this solution is not perfect. 
"I can see why people would 
steal gas but I don't want to say 
that it is understandable. All I 
can say is people will do stupid 
things to save money," said Nat-
era 
For Natera, it's all about the 
budget and making cuts where 
necessary. "I used to go out to 
eat at Giovanni's Pizza but I've 
cut that out in order to save 
money. I get a biweekly pay-
check of almost $300 and 
almost a third of .it is spent on 
gas,'' Natera said. . 
Studen~ are searching high 
and low to find a way to pay for 
the higher gas prices that seem 
to be here to stay. 
"This is ridiculou5," Natera 
said, "I'm scrounging up for gas 
change underneath the couch." 
• Even so, gasoline prices 
leaped nationwide as the 
extent of damage to the 
nation's oil-distribution net-
work became mOFe apparent. 
• 
The oil reserves - consist- / ll 
ing of some 700 million bar-
rels of crude oil stored in 
underground salt caverns in 
Texas and Louisiana - were 
last tapped in September to 
October 2004 during disrup-
tions caused by Hurricane 
Ivan. 
Some lawmakers have 
called for Bush to more 
aggressively tap the reserve in 
hopes of forcing prices down. 
• 
• 
Hundreds killed in Baghdad 
stampede; most women, children ·· • 
BAGHDAD, Iraq - Tram-
pled, crushed against barri-
cades or plunging into the ~ · " Tigris River, more than 700 
, Shiite pilgrims died Wednes-
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vvww .:nat:u.racoffeeandt:ea.co:n:1. 
BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slushies/Chillers 
HOOKAHS! YERBA MATE! Ftrst in Orlando 
SPECIALTY BEERS and FINE WINES 
FREE WIRELESS Internet Access (PC's .:. fee) 
*MON -DJ NIGHT *THURS -OPEN MIC *SUN -OPEN 
*TUE -GAME NIGHT *FRI -CONCERT SERIES FORUM 
*WED -JAZZ JAM *SAT -SINGER/SONGWRITER ~ 
12078 Collegiate Way, Orlando 407 482-5000 
_Ac.:_o~ ~o!!! 1!C!; ~~~ A.fp_!!:b,e;s!..in_ ~ll~~e ~q!ar.! _ _ • _ 
FREE 11 50°/o OFF 
c Buy any Specialty Drink at regular It Buy any Lunch item at regular price 
price & get 1 Drink at same or lesser It and get I Lunch item at same or lesser 
price free. I price at 50% savings. 
One coupon per daYJ per customer. Not valid I One coupon per day; pe.r cwtomer. Not valid 
$45* 
Adult Exam 
Includes Exam (00150), 
X-rays (00274), 
Oral Cancer Screening, & 
Gum Evaluation 00180 
$345* ($700 value) 
Extreme Whitening 
1 hour In-Office · 
~. ~ 
®auuoD@ 
C/ 
www.SmileDentalFL.com 
Visit Our Website for Monthly Promotions 
Whitening 
$55* On the Go 
• 
Check out the latest techniques and trends by our exclusive 
hair and nail designers, specializing in multi color highlights, 
relaxers, hair extensions and corn row braiding. 
with '""Yother offer. Expires: 9/30/05 It with any other offer. Expires: 9/30/05 
-:.-:.-:.-::.-:.-:.-::.-:..-:..-:.-:..-:..-;1----------=--------------
250;0 OFF •1 $1.00 OFF j:._ 
Buy Cafe Brin 100% Ct>sta rucaD. •1 H 00 KAllS ~ll Open Monday· Saturday 9:30 - 7:00 p.m. 
1810 Semoran Blvd.· Winter Park, FL 32792 
407-671-4677 
coffee at regular price and get 2°4 at 11 
same or lesser price at 25% savings. Over 20 Flavors to choose from 
One coupon per day, per customer. Not valjd It One coupon per day; per customer. Not valid 
with any othu offer. Expires: 9/30/05 11 with any other offer. Expires: 9/30/0S 
-------------------------
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Nicely 
Equipped 
Starting As Low As 
A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, 
Power Brakes, Power Windows, 
CD PLAYER 
Starting As Low As 
A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering, 
Power Brakea, 2.& Liter Engine, Timing Chain, 
Double· Wish Bone Suapenslon 
Stk #51578324 
Stk #5L581735 
Stk-#5C460160 
Stk #5C458919 
Model Code:13265 
t24-month closed-end lease with $2,699 total due at lease Inception, which Includes: First payment of $149, security deposit of $0 and cash or trade equity of $2,550. All 
advertised pricing does not Include tax or tag. 12,000 miles per year, any overage will be $0.15 per mile. With approved credit to qualified buyers, 750 Beacon Credit Score 
raqulred. Severity of credit may affect down payment and APR. All bankruptcies must be discharged, $500 college grad discount requires a 2 or 4 year degree. Must be within 
twelve months of graduating or within 2 years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. ++All prices plus tax, tag and title. $500 college grad discount requires a 
2 or 4 year degree. Must be within twelve months of graduating or within 2 years after graduation to qualify. Financing must be through Nissan. All offers are not to be used In t:onjunctlon. 
All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for Illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical enrors. Dealer fee of $498.55 ls Included In advertised prices. 
NISSAN 
SM.EHOURS: 
Mon-Fri 9·9 Sat 9·8•Sun 1 H5 
SERVIC£...,...Hftlll::.::: 
Mon-Fri 7-6 -Sat 8·5 
HWY 438 letwHn Colonl•l.a Unlv•ralty Blvd. Next to Cla~alc Mazda Eaat 
1-888-NEW-NISSAN 
www.classlcnlssan.com 1 .. aaa-&39-&477 
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Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes 
AM/FM/CD Player, Tiit Steering Wheel 
WELL EQUIPPED! 
NOT STRIPPED! 
A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Keyless Entry, 4 Wheel Disc ABS Brakes 
CrulH Control, DuaJ Exhaust, Remote Trunk Release 
A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes, 
. . 
ABS Brakes, Tiit Steerln• Wheel, Alloy Wheels 
FROM ONLY 
, 
TEST DRIVE A· MAZDA TODAY. 
+ 
+ 
+/\JI prices Plus tax, tag and title. All offers not to be used In conjunction. All vehicles subject to prior sale. Pictures for Illustration purposes only. Not responsible for typographical j 
enrors. Dealer fee of $498.55 ls Included In advertised price. . 
I 
Mon-Fri 7-6.Sat 8-5 
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'I 
1-800-639•7000 
www.classlcmazdaeast.com 
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What's in the news at 
colleges ar?und the country 
Israelis at professor's trial 
describe bombing scene 
TAMPA - Witnesses to a 
deadly suicide bombing in 
Israel told jurors Tuesday in 
the terrorism trial of a former 
U.S. college professor how a 
bomb-laden car slammed 
into a commuter bus, which 
was thrown into the air by 
the fiery explosion. Bodies 
without heads and limbs lit-
tered the street. 
Prosecutors in the trial of 
Sarni Al-Arian used eyewit-
ness te91:imony from a. bus 
driver, two passengers and a 
police officer to recount the 
June 5, 2002, bombing at 
Megiddo Junction near Afula 
in northern Israel. Seventeen 
people were killed and 
dozens injured. 
Al-Arian, the 47-year-old 
former University of South 
Florida professor, and three 
co-defendants are standing 
trial in federal court charged 
with raising money and sup-
porting the deadly mission of 
the PIJ, a State Department-
designated· terrorist group 
blamed,_ for more than 100 
deaths in Israel, the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip . . 
Series of racist messages a 'rude 
awakening' at Univ. of Virginia 
RICHMOND, Va - Uni-
versity of Virginia officials 
are weighing suggestions of 
making hate speech a viola-
tion of the campus honor 
code after racist messages 
were scrawled on doors and 
shouted from passing cars. 
· Charlottesville and uni-
versity police are investigat-
ing five racial incidents, the 
firstyeported Aug. 20, uni-
ve?Sity spokeswoman Carol 
Wood said Monday. Police 
had not charged anyone in 
the incidents. 
"The writer of the spiteful 
words and the passing 
motorist who shouts an 
insult have no place in a com-
munity built on mutual trust 
and respect," University 
President John Casteen III 
· wrote in an e-mail to stu-
dents and staff. 
More than 250 students 
attended a meeting Saturday 
about the racist messages. 
Report sa~ tax time confusion 
can cost college students · 
WASHINGTON - Con-
fused by multiple deduc-
tions, credits and savings 
accounts that help pay for 
college, students and their 
families miss out on hun-
dreds of dollars in tax bene-
fits, a government report said 
Monday. 
The Government 
Accountability Office, . an 
independent arll\ of Con-
gress that studies govern-
ment programs and spend-
ing, analyzed the problem by 
examining about 1.8 million 
tax returns. 
About one in four taxpay-
ers eligible for an education 
tax break failed to claim one 
of the available credits or the 
tuition deduction, the analy-
sis found. 
On average, those taxpay-
ers missed an opportunity to 
reduce their taxes by $169. 
·About 10 percent of that 
group could have saved more 
than $500. 
Some students quit high·sctiool 
for early shot at college 
WILMINGTON, N.C. - · 
Jessica Banton steps out of 
the passenger side of a white 
Toyota convertible with a 
cup of java in one hand. She 
slings an oversized purse 
across her bare shoulder. ' 
Here for her first day of 
classes at Cape Fear Commu-
nity College, Banton easily 
blends in with her peers on a 
busy Wednesday morning. 
Except there are a few differ- · 
ences. 
For one, she's 16. 
Secondly, the aspiring 
orthopedic surgeon took an 
untraditional path· to college. 
She dropped out of high 
school. 
Banton is among a small 
percentage of teens who 
·drop out to get a head start 
on college. · 
Data from the state com-
munity college system indi-
• cate that nearly 13,000 16- and 
· 17-year-old dropouts went on 
: to earn their GED or adult 
.high school diplomas during 
:the 2003-04 school year. 
' . 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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A relative reacts after identifying the corpse of a dead pilgrim in Baghdad's Medical City 
hospital yesterday. Rumors of a suicide bomber caused a stampede that killed 695 people. 
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day when a procession across 
a Baghdad bridge was 
engulfed in panic over rumors 
that a suicide bomber was at 
large. 
Most of the dead were 
women and children, Intenor 
Ministry spokesman Lt. Col. 
Adnan Abdul~Rahman said. It 
was the single biggest con-
firmed loss of life in Iraq since 
the March 2003 invasion. Dr. 
Swadi Karim of the Health 
Ministry operations section 
said 769 were killed and 3,07 
injured. 
Tensions already had risen 
among the Shiite marchers 
because of a mortar attack two 
hours earlier near the shrine 
where they .were heading. 
. Then jhe crowd was slowed 
by barriers about a quarter of 
the way. across the Two Imams 
Bridge, Interior Minister Bayn 
Jabr said on state-run Tv. 
The barriers are meant to 
keep Sunni and Shiite extrem-
ists out of each other's neigh-
borhoods at opposite ends of 
the bridge. 
The two-lane, 300-yard-
long bridge was littered with 
abandoned hundreds of san-
dals lost in the pushing and 
panic. Children who had 
plunged 30 feet off the bridge 
floundered in the muddy 
waters, trying to reach dry 
land. . 
· Survivors were rushed in 
ambulances and private cars 
to hospitals. Thousands raced 
to both banks of the river to 
§earch for survivors, and bare-
chested men jumped in to try 
to recover bodies. 
Pentagon expands Gitmo 
prisoner rights with military trials 
WASHINGTON - The 
Defense Department is chang-
ing several rules governing its 
military trials of terrorism sus-
pects held at the U.S. naval 
base at Guantanamo Bay, 
Cuba, department officials 
said Wednesday. 
Pentagon officials por-
trayed the changes as 
improvements to a process 
they have repeatedly asserted · 
assures all defendants a full 
and fair trial. Some private 
legal experts welcomed the 
changes but said they do not 
go far enough and do not 
address some of the most 
objectionable features of the 
trial system. 
Eugene R Fidell, president 
of the National Institute of 
Harris Springer 
Independent Agent 
.Representing: 
Military Justice, said the 
changes make the Guan-
tanamo Bay proceedings more 
.like those of a military court 
martial, which he called a step 
in the right direction. 
At a Pentagon news confer-
ence in which he announced . 
the procedural changes, Air 
Force Brig. Gen. Thomas L. 
Hemingway declined to say 
whether the adjustments 
amount to major changes or 
minor tinkering. 
He said the most significant 
changes pertain to the duties 
of the presiding officer of the 
trials, or commissions. 
Under the new rules, the 
· presiding officer is more like a 
judge ·in a court martial or 
civilian court and is required 
to rule on all questions oflaw; 
the other members of the 
commission will function 
more like a jury and are no 
longer permitted to participate 
in deciding most legal ques-
tions, Hemingway said. 
Theme park tickets winding up 
on Orlando's black market 
ORLANDO - A black 
market for park tickets has 
grown up in the theme park 
mecca of Orlando with illegal· 
transactions occurring every 
day in the heart of its fantasy 
fueled tourist district. 
Detective Kelly Boaz of the 
Orange County Sheriff's 
Office says illegal ticket sales is 
a multimillion dollar business. 
This underground market 
is an unintended consequence 
of annual ticket-price increas-
es and the popularity of multi-
day passes that have made the 
tickets very valuable. A single-
day ticket to a park ~costs 
almost $60, while a four-day 
park hopper, granting entry 
into all four Disney parks _in 
Orlando, can cost $220 a per-
son. · 
The black market also has 
been fueled by the prolifera-. 
tion of booths selling dis-
counted tickets in almost 
every major hotel and restau-
rant, or in front of every tacky 
T-shirt shop, in Orlando's 
tourist distric~. . 
The number of booths has 
increased in recent years from 
several dozen to 200 or 300. 
Many of the booths are run by 
time~hare companies that use 
the tickets as an incentive to 
get tourists to see their proper-
ties. They can rent for as much 
as $15,000 a month. 
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. I back-to-schoo.I specials 
Artbins 
45o/o Off 
Our everday low price! 
Strathmore Paper P~ds 
45% Off msrp 
Strathmore Newprint Pads 
18x24 - 120 sheets 
$4.99 
RTA4 piece 
drafting table set 
Table, chair, I ight & caddy 
$144.95 
Prismaqcolor 12 piece 
marker set 
$17.99 
Liquitex Acrylic paint tubes 
4 oz. basics S3.99 
2 oz. basics S1.99 
Reeves 18 piece watercolor, 
acrylic, oil, and gauche sets 
$5.99 
Zipper Portfolio 23x31x1 
$19.99 
Arches cover stock, BFK 
$1.99 
Loew Cornell Charcoal 
. 12 piece set 
$4.99 
Logan Mat Cutter 
Model 301S 
$74.95 
Krylon workable fixative, 
kamar varnish, dulling 
spray, matte finish 
&crystal clear 
$4.99 
Maimeri pastels 
Buy on'e get one free! . 
' . 
Bienfang 360 _graphic 
& parchment pads 
Buy one get one free! 
SAM· FLA:X: 
Art and Design Supplies · 
/ 
\ . 
1401 E. CCJLONIAL DRIVE (ONE BLOCK EAST OF MILLS) 
, TEL: 407-898-9785 FAX: 407-898-9066 OPEN 7 DAYS 
HOURS: MON - FRI 9-7 SAT 10 - 6 SUN 11-5 
• 
CoNT1NUING · UCF EDUCATION BRINGING UCF TO YOU 
Nobody crams for tests anymore. or at least people who have taken UCF Test 
Prep Courses don't. We prepare you for a 1¢igher score on the GRE, GMAT. LSAT,1 
MCAT or SAT ... at a lower price. In fact our price is.less than one-third of what 
you'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big 
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST or 
visit www.testprep.ucf.e4u. Register online using Priority Code 0804F 
UCF TEST PREP C.BURSES 
Smarter Test Prep. 
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Scooters, skateboards, bicycles just few alternatives students use in lieu of driving to campus 
. 
' 
• 
,-, 
~ :----'--~~~~-. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~W-UR-TB-Y-SK-IP-MO-ED-IN-GE~R 
.:UcF Junior Skip Moedinger is one of many students who have adopted alternative ways to getto and from campus in a timely manner. Other· 
ransportation meth.ods include bicyEles, UCF Shuttle Services and scooters, like Moedinger's. 
· ~eeision to resign hard 
·for former speaker 
)· ,. 
' -Senate, he was confident 
there were quite a few quali-
.fied replacements. 
• "It wasn't a matter of hav-
ing to step down, but I knew I 
would want to about a month 
·ago, but I wasn't quite sure," 
ll :'.Merolle said. "I wanted to see 
:;Pow it was going to be if I 
stayed and did the whole 
"""after-l}ours thing for a couple 
" of weeks while I was working 
at my new job. That kind of 
helped set it in stone as far as 
~ whether or not I was going to 
~e able to hold that dual role 
-as the speaker and as a full-
!time professional. The truth 
' is that it's about time some-
body else got in there and 
~tarted paving the way in stu-
ent government." 
Reactions were mixed as 
any of the senators and 
S;GA officials- he spoke with 
• tpld him they either wanted 
.him to stay on for the good of 
the position or wanted him to 
do what was in his best inter-
; est. 
In the end, it came down 
_to his choice. Merolle said he 
1U:tew he wasn't going to 
t. please everyone, but they'd 
have to understand. 
.. 
' "I talked to a lot of people 
,in student government - the 
senate mostly - and various 
campus officials," · Merolle 
"Said. "I just felt out the gener-
al feeling to condude if I was 
.going to step down from the 
roie and whether or not it 
would be in the best. interest 
l of SGA. It is really iinportant 
to me and everyone felt it 
would be in the best interest 
, · because of the time gap that 
ould be created. I was con-
fident somebody was going 
to be able to step in there and 
e there." 
, After Merolle gave his res-
ignation the Senate began 
p.ominations and spee'ches 
,. for his replacement. Some 
~enators believed that White 
stepping into the speaker role 
ould create too many prob-
,.,, • ems in the pro temp's office 
with so little time left· before 
enate elections. 
Senate elections take place 
~pt. 26-28, with petitions for 
• andidacy available as early 
; as Tuesday. The later portion 
• ..of the meeting involved some 
eated exchanges, something 
hat Merolle is not pleased 
with. 
"I was kind of disappoint-
ed. to hear that the meeting 
";was a little bit hectic and 
~ rough, but hopefully that's 
not° what it will go back to,'.' 
Merolle said. "I was very 
:b:appy with the direction it 
Nick Merolle resigned from 
his position as speaker of 
the Senate last Thursday for 
a number of reasons 
including his graduation 
from UCF and being offered 
a full-time job. Prior to 
making his announcement, 
Merolle said it took him a 
month to realize if 
resigning was in the best · 
interest of SGA and himself, 
and he talked to many 
members of the Senate 
before committing to any 
decision. 
spread but everybody knew it 
was up to what I w~ted and 
what was in my best interest as 
well as SGA. It would have 
been a real drain on me 
because it is a huge commit-
ment." 
· As for any legacy Merolle 
leaves behind, he wouldn't 
pinpoint any specific event or 
action that he was most proud 
of, if only because of his assur-
ance of a total-group effort in 
SGA. 
"I'm proud t>f all of the peo-
ple I helped bring into SGA 
and helping them get involved 
in the first place," he said. "To 
some extent even Mark is a 
person who I feel I helped 
guide and mentor through 
some of his SGA journey." 
Merolle knows that he was 
never the most popular person 
in senate meetings and he 
sometimes clashed with other 
senators. 
He admits that it's unfortu-
nate for senators to not get 
along, but ·he also won't 
change what he calls his hon-
est demeanor. 
"The only thing I would 
have changed might have been 
being a little nicer/' Merolle 
said. "But I think being up 
front and honest are positive 
characteristics I have. If peo-
. ple think me telling things how 
they are is being mean then 
I'm sorry, but I'm not going to 
tell anything differently." 
As for those he left behind, 
he offered them some advice 
in his resignation speech. 
"Remember what you're 
there for and keep in mind 
where you crune from," 
Merolle said. "That'll help you 
decide where you're going." 
•Surfboards 
FROM A1 
buses and provides direct service 
without additional stops, allow-
ing sttidents to get to their desti-
nation within 15 minutes. While 
Clark maintains that using the 
off-campus shuttle is most effec-
tive, he also encourages students 
to utilize the on-campus service. 
Above all else, Clark stresses 
that the shuttle service benefits 
everyone, because even though 
not all students use it, it frees up 
parking spaces for those who rely 
on cars. 
Although the shuttle is a pop-
ular and effective alternative to 
parking on campus, it is only one 
of several options to which stu-
dents can tum. Those who fre-
quent the UCF campus are famil-
iar with the many students who 
employ the use of skates, bicy-
cles, skateboards and even the 
occasional scoo~er. 
UCF junior Faraaz Merchant 
finds that his skateboard is the 
most effective way to travel 
around campus. 
"I like to skate on campus 
because I'm impatient and walk-
ing takes too long. It's easier to 
just hop on board and be any-
where in, five minutes," said Mer-
chant. 
Sophomore Matthew Inder-
weissen agrees, but prefers his 
roller blades to the more com-
mon skateboard 
"I have one class that is really 
hard to get to," Inderweissen 
explained 
By using his roller blades, 
Inderweissen is able to make it to 
the class he describes as being 
"all the way across campus" in 
less than 10 minutes. 
When asked if he has difficul-
ty maneuvering on the busy cam-
pus walkways, Inderweissen said 
that using his roller blades also 
allows him to take longer, less-
crowded routes and still arrive at 
class sooner than if he had 
walked 
One UCF student was recent-
ly featured on Local 6 News for 
his creative solution to navigat-
ing the busy UCF campus. Skip 
Moedinger is proud to be seen 
about campus with the scooter 
he said "allows me to economize 
on the most precious commodity 
of all -:- time:• 
Moedinger also mentions 
avoiding the rising prices of gas 
as aii advantage to using his 
scooter. Although Moedinger has 
noticed a moderate increase in 
attention since he appeared on 
television with his scooter, fame 
is nothing new for the UCF stu-
dent. 
Sophomore Jasmine Cruz 
remembers well the first time 
she saw Moedinger and his 
scooter. Cruz was returning to 
her ·campus apartment one 
evening when she noticed 
Moedinger and his scooter mak-
ing their way across campus with 
what she describes as an 
entourage of girls following close 
by. . 
Cruz was fascinated by 
Moedinger and his scooter, and 
recalls feeling strongly that the 
only way to describe the sight 
· was by yelling out the recent 
campus catchphrase "Out Of 
Control." · Later, Cruz would 
make the observation that "the 
scooter has caused the girls to 
flock to him as jewelry would to / 
a gold digger." 
Moedinger is continually flat-
tered by the attentioµ he receives 
for his decision to employ an 
alternative method to travel the 
UCF campus. Moedinger laughs 
at the suggestion that his scooter 
. is "out of controi" and is quick to 
reply that he has excellent con-
trol over the machine he uses to 
get about. 
Moedinger does, however, 
joke that his scooter "may be out 
of control in the complimentary 
sense." 
"Remove Unwanted Hair Now!" 
Are you tired of constant shaving, waxing, tweezing or bleaching those unwanted hairs? Well, · 
finally there is a quick and easy solution for putting an end to that unsightly hair growth. 
Discover the facts about the latest advances in medically supervised laser hair removal and learn 
what razor manufacturers and cosmetic companies don't want you to know when it comes to 
hair removal in a special report entitled, "Laser Hair Removal: How To Quickly and Easily Remove 
Unwanted Hair". For your free copy call toll-free 1-800-903-1879 for a 24 hr. recorded message 
and enter ID# 2208 or go to www.LookGoodWithoutSurgery.info 
,, was going and I like to think 
- that I wasn't in there control-
Jmg as much as I was teach-
ing in sort of a professional 
".:<~P.vironment." 
•Sunglasses 
•., .. Boardshorts 
. . •Womens' Swimwear 
•Guys· i Girls Clothing 
~ i" ~,. ' .. . .' t • · "It was a mixed reaction because there were a lot of 
i:oncems about the people 
··ho would step up and be the 
ext leader, as well as the 
l:nformation gap that would 
be there. r did everything I 
fould to alleviate that with 
transitioning. I talked to 
Mark a lot and hopefully he'll 
still use me as a resource 
s · ce I'm still in tcv.vn. As far 
iis reaction, it was wide-
.. \' .. •• ... 
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Di ) • _ g 'e' for emotions 
New cell phone 
would let people 
know what mood 
the user is in 
TYLER KING 
Staff Writer 
It was only a matter of time 
before someone thought this 
up. Researchers at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technolo-
gy Media Lab have developed a 
software program to read and 
analyze the attitudes and emo-
tions of people you talk to on 
your cell phone. It can even tell 
you if he is "into you" or if she 
thinks your hot! 
The voice-analyzing soft-
ware, dubbed the "Jerk-0-
Meter," was developed as part 
of a project by students at the 
MIT Media Lab's Human 
Dynamics Group. , 
Reported last week by 
· Newsweek, product directors 
Alex Pentland and Anmol 
Madan claim their new pro-
gram can use the tone of a per-
son's voice to determine not 
only if they are sincere, but also 
if there is an attraction. Pent-
land was quoted as saying;•we 
did a speed-dating [study]. We 
went to a bar and we could pre-
dict with very high accuracy, 
pushing 90 percent, whether 
people were going to exchange 
. phone numbers." 
The product has clear appli-
cation for consumer cell 
phones, but there is more on 
the horizon for this mood-find-
ing program. 
Some companies have 
approached the researchers 
. about adapting their product td 
aid in market consumer analy-
sis. Advertisers suspect that 
this device, used in conjunc-
tion with traditional market-
research methods, could be a 
powerful tool in helping com-
panies gauge which sales tech-
. niques are effective and which 
products create the most inter-
est. 
In a study with the MIT 
Sloan School of Management, 
students participated in a 
· negotiation for a salary 
increase as part of a negotiat-
ing course exam. The voice-
analyzing device was effective 
in predicting the outcome of 
more than half of the conversa-
tions. 
"We could predict almost 
half of the variation on salary 
just from the person's tone of 
voice. You can measure the 
empathy, the emphasis and 
who sort of controlled the 
· talk," Pentland explained. 
While marketers and retail-
ers will surely soon be climb-
ing all over each oilier to get 
their hands on this new tech-
nology, students here at UCF 
have widely varied opinions on 
the device. 
UCF communications stu-
dent Lauren Gold said she 
would buy the product 
because it would clear up 
ambiguities in conversation. "I 
would use it to when talking to 
my friends and boyfriend. I 
would want to know their real 
reactions to things I was say-
ing, or ask them questions I 
· didn't think I was getting a 
straight answer to." 
On the other hand, . not 
everyone is so enthusiastic to 
jump on the bandwagon. 
"I think it's a ridiculous 
idea," said UCF student Tricia 
Johnston. She views it as an 
invasion of privacy. "I would 
definitely buy it if everyone 
else had it, because if they're 
invading my privacy anyway, 
there's no reason to miss out 
for honesty's sake. Then again. 
I don't know if I'd trust the 
technology to be accurate." 
According to Pentland there 
are several large Web compa-
nies who have expressed inter-
est in investing in the technolo-
gy. Reportedly, Google has 
already made a large invest-
ment to get the ball rolling. "It's 
happening," Pentland said. 
Versions of the initial design 
are available.now as small stu-
dent companies are emerging 
to begin initial consumer mar-
keting; Metrospark, Qualia and 
iMetrico are all ready to fill 
orders. 
In the meantime, no doubt 
the world will continue to 
dream up new applications for 
this and other groundbreaking 
and novel technologies. 
and check advance loans? 
i),,; " ...,. "->") 
. ):,_,,_ , ~ ; ,..,., 
• ~.·· /. '$! p~,J'.;.' ~uaranteed approval • 
No credit or e·mployment verification. 
Minimum $1800 to $300K. maximum. 
-
Personal loans or small business loan~ ~ccepted. 
Lowest interest rate at 3%! ' 
lmmedi~ access to your c~~h. , 
Everyone is approved! 
Call 1 Year Cash Advance 
800--238-1913 
between 1 Oam - 6pm 
" 
email: 1yearcashadvance@rock.com : 
www.americasmembership.com 
REF CODE AM70458 
: Battle of offenses key for tonight's matchup 
FROM Al 
return. 
. "Every football game is elec-
tric," senior defensive lineman 
Frisner Nelson said. "Every 
football game I've played has 
been exciting, just to go out 
there and play a great game. Of 
course there's a little more 
going into this game because as 
we all know it's Steve Spurrier's 
returyt to college football 
"I think this is like any other 
game. It's a privilege to be going 
out there and going to face sort 
of a collegiate icon as Steve 
Spurrier is in the coaching 
world It's just another game for 
us right now, but it's going to be 
very exciting, very exciting." 
Senior tight end Darcy John-
son echoed Nelson's senti-
ments and reiterated that this 
game.isn't merely about Spurri- . 
er and whether or not he can 
rebuild the USC program. It's 
also about the Knights and 
recapturing the winning aura 
that the program grew accus-
tomed to in the late 1990s. 
"Not to take anything away 
from Steve Spurrier, but we feel 
this is our season too as well," 
Johnson said. "We're feeling 
very positive of what's coming 
up in the season and what we've 
put in with, our offseason lifting 
program and we're excited 
about the numbers that we've 
achieved and the goals we've 
reached 
''We're just going to continue 
building on that, continue with 
the strides and keep moving 
forward" 
UCF earned the unfortunate 
More on the season opener - see Sports, 81 
distinction of being the only 
winless team in college football 
last season. However, with a 
year of experience UJ1,der their 
belts, O'Leary's young squad 
might actually have the advan-
tage, as USC is arguably in the 
same situation the Knights 
were before last year's season 
opener. O'Leary sees last year's 
record ~ help in the regard that 
it is keeping the Knights under 
the radar. 
"I have been on top of the 
radar so much of my life. I am 
enjoying just where I am going 
right now," O'Leary said. "I 
think South Carolina is fine. 
They hired themselves a great 
football coach that hired a great 
staff, and again there are some 
growing pains there also." 
The UCF coach also com-
pared Spurrier's hiring at USC 
to his 9wn last year and gave a 
slight advan'.tage to Spurrier 
because of the situations they 
were both brought into. 
"You are much better going 
into a program where a guy 
retires ' than where a guy is 
fired," O'Leary said. "I think 
there is some talent base there, 
and I think Steve will always 
make the most of his talent 
base. 
"Likewise, defensively they 
got head coaching material 
coaching that side of the ball 
too. I think that it will be a side-
line game and just what is avail-
able as far as play opportunity 
we will have to take. 
Spurrier, in his first season as 
coach at USC, is making his 
return to college football after a 
less-than-stellar stint with the 
Washington Redskins. 
That may be big news to the 
national media covering 
tonight's affair, but the real 
question is whether or not UCF 
finally has a solid offense in 
place to end its 15-game losing 
streak and do what the Knights 
failed to ·do at all last season: 
win. 
O'Leary said that last season 
is behind him and he won't even 
mention it around his players. 
He also said tonight's game 
will be sort pf a trial-by-fire as 
there isn't much game film on 
USC to study since many oflast 
year's players are no longer 
. with the team and Spurrier is 
working with a brand new staff. 
Those factors, though, are 
what may give the Knights the 
edge they need to escape last 
season's memory, whether it's 
behind them or not. 
Seniors aside, it's also a 
chance for the key players from 
last year's team to find redemp-
tion. Junior quarterback Steven 
Moffett received the bulk of last 
year's burden as the leader of 
the woeful offense. But Moffett 
bulked up in the weight room 
and is carrying a new confi-
dence into tonight's game and 
this season. He admits that he 
thinks about the pressure of the 
televised matchup quite a bit. 
"I think about that all the 
time," Moffett said. "I don't 
think about it so much at prac~ 
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tice but when I'm not at practice 
I'm always thinking, 'It's two 
weeks until we play.' We're 
always thinking about it. It's 
going to be a big game and it's 
on ESPN. That's what you 
want." 
Rough Weekend? 
For O'Leary, tonight's game 
is a chance for him to lead his 
young team to the success he 
grew accustomed to during his 
coaching tenure with Georgia 
Tech. 
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight? 
D · rderly Conduct? Fake ID? . iso . . ? 
Drug Possession? Underage Drinking. 
For Spurrier, it's a chance to 
fix a program in chaos, one that 
was recently slapped with a 
three-year suspension by the 
NCAA for a number of viola-
tions. 
YOU HAVE OPTIONS ... 
Spurrier is known widely for 
the "fun-and-gun" offense he 
developed at the University of 
Florida, but O'Leary expects 
that the Gamecocks will 
employ more of a running 
attack, which will be interesting 
considering Spurrier's offsea-
son decision to kick the Cocks' 
leading rusher from last season 
off the team. 
I CAN HELP 
Violations aside, tonight's 
game is simply . about which 
team will be on top when time 
expires in the fourth quarter. If 
the Knights have improved as 
their preseason practices sug~ 
gested - npt to mention get by 
a capacity Gamecock crowd -
then the chance of an upset 
should exist. 
FREE CONSULTATION 
Principal Office in Orlando 
"It will be interesting to see 
J:fow we hand.le the crowd there, 
the noise factor there," O'Leary 
said "I think we are under the 
radar a little bit with this one, 
but I will be very surprised if we 
don't go up and play very well" 
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OUR STANCE 
Curb complaints 
• • • ~n ·conservmg gas 
A s gas prices continue to . clinib and oil reserves 
are shut down or blocked 
in the aftermath of Hurricane 
Katrina, it is becoming more · 
and more necess:µy for people 
to understand the importance of 
public transportation: 
Students at UCF and resi-
dents living on or around the 
campus can't deny how horrible 
traffic has been in the area and 
how constantly-clogged roads 
and highways are taking a toll 
on everyone's wallets as gas 
prices yesterday were in the 
area of $2.62 per gallon. Accord-
ing to CNN/Money, gas prices 
could reach as high as $4 per 
gallon in the coming weeks and 
they could stay there for 
upwards of six months. 
UCF offers students in apart-
ment complexes around the 
area a free shuttle service that 
runs throughout the entire day. 
On top of that, Orlando's Lynx 
bus service runs regularly on 
campus. Both services are offer-
ing students and residents a 
great OEportunity to save in this 
t4n.e,,et deficient gas supplies. 
However, not enough people are 
taking advantage of them. 
Instead, traffic is only increasing 
and volatile driving situations 
are becoming more common. 
Parking on campus is taking 
a hit because as the student 
body increases, so does the 
amount of single-passenger 
vehicles on campus roads. 
There is enough parking to 
'· 
accommodate everyone, but not 
when the campus is being stam-
peded at specific times during 
the day. When every individual 
takes his car onto campus at the 
same time, it becomes impossi-
ble for anyone to be accommo-
dated in a quick and convenient 
manner. 
Complaints are rising but 
unforttinately the use of public 
transportation is not. Instead of 
complaining, people need to 
take actions not against Parking 
Services or the urµversity, but 
against their own way of life. It's 
for the good of the campus and 
the students. 
This crowding of the campus 
roads is not only doing students 
a great disservice as far as keep-
ing with their schedules, but it's 
hurtin~ everyone by abusing the 
decreasing fuel resources at the 
gas stations around campus. 
By 3 p.m. yesterday, two gas 
stations within four miles of 
UCF were completely dry at the 
pumps, and it's demand like that 
which makes sure we will see 
higher prices as each day flies 
by. Demand like this ensures 
that consumers will be paying 
out the nose for more than just 
months but more likely years at 
the pumps. 
It's selfish for people to con-
tinue loading into cars alone 
and wasting everyone else's 
time. People ate fighting over 
parking spaces and gas availabil-
ity when all that needs to be 
done is the purchase of a bus 
OUR STANCE 
pass and a little time manage-
ment. 
When we spend more time 
worrying about having to walk 
from the Visual Arts Building to 
the Engineering Building 
because of a lack of parking, 
we're ignoribg the fact that peo-
ple have not only lost their 
homes but almost an entire city 
because of Katrina. 
It's a trivial thought process 
when a person can't accept the 
use of public transportation as a 
temporary solution, but it's even 
more trivial to think that our. 
wallets are more important than 
human well-being. 
The gas situation is only 
going to get worse as people 
continue to ignore alternative 
options in trapsportation. Car-
pooling, buses and - perish the 
thought - walking are what 
people need to start thinking 
about. 
People always talk about 
reducing consumer dependency 
on oil and it's about time that 
we started backing up those 
words. 
President George W. Bush 
could potentially release a sig-
nificant amount of oil from the 
United States reserves, but that's 
only a Band-Aid on a massive 
wound. The only people who 
can help alleviate some of the 
pressure on the economy are 
the people who continue to 
slide their debit cards at the 
pump and drive alone at and 
around campus. 
Bush worthy of 
great leader status 
P resident Bush returned to Washington this week 
cutting short his working 
vacation in response to the dev-
astation caused by Hurricane 
Katrina. As he has done count-
less times in the past, the presi-
dent proved himself to be a 
skilled and compassionat~ 
leader. 
Although President Bush has 
defended well his qualifications 
to hold the nation's top office in 
a variety of ways, he will per-
haps be best remembered for his 
al;>ility to lead the nation through 
times of crisis. 
' One could easily argue that 
President Bush first came to the 
rescue of America by announc-
ing his ambitions to serve as 
commander in chief. As the 
unfortunate Clinton Administra-
tion came to an end with the 
shameful Monica Lewinski sex 
scandal and the impeachment of 
the president, America found its 
faith in the government and 
patriotism itself shaken. 
By answering the selfless call 
to action that all great leaders 
are unable to ignore, President 
Bush helped to return decency 
and family values to the Oval 
Office. 
Soon after his arrival in 
Washington, Bush would again 
come to the rescue of America, 
leading the nation through one 
of its greatest challenges: the ter-
rorist attacks of Sept ll. 
From his first-hand work t0 
address terrorism at the site of 
Ground Zero to his tireless 
efforts with the Department of 
Homeland Security, President 
Bush made the nation swell with 
pride for his abilities and talents 
as a leader. In circumstances 
where few would survive, Presi-
dent Bush excelled, and brought 
America forward with him into 
better days. 
While he has continued his 
fight to free the world from the 
shackles of terrorism, President 
Bush has not failed to address 
other significant national con-
cerns. His efforts with the econ-
omy are perhaps the most com- . 
mendable since the revolution of 
"Reaganomics." 
In addition, his sensible 
vision for the future of Social 
Security is a valiant effort that 
lays out a strong plan for the 
future. 
His swift respo~e to the 
tragedy of Hurricane· Katrina is 
only the most recent example of 
his effective leadership in times 
of crisis. One can only hope that 
now that the president is work-
ing from the Oval Office and not 
his equally equipped Crawford 
Ranch, the offensive Cindy 
Sheehan will remove her ill-con-
ceived display from his neigh-
borhood and stop referring to 
herself as "a sacrificial lamb." 
Among his efforts to ease the 
destruction of Hurricane Katrina 
are a comprehensive aid plan 
which includes the possibility of 
' 
releasing a portion of the almost 
700 million barrels of oil in 
America's emergency reserves. 
The president's most recent 
actions to assist in the recovery 
were to dispatch emergency 
coordinators to Florida, Alaba-
ma, Mississippi and Louisiana :-
the four states most effected by 
the terror of Katrina. 
The efforts to repair the many 
damages caused by Hurricane . 
Katrina may be the most exten-
sive in United States history. 
One of the key advantages 
was that Bush declared the states 
effected as disaster areas before 
any damage was caused by the 
storm. This action allowed a 
great deal of the work necessary 
to recover from such an event to 
occur prior to the storm, saving 
valuable time and resources dur-
ing the uncertain aftermath. · 
Throughout his career, Presi-
dent Bush has been a man of 
action and compassion. From his 
decision to once again create a 
sense of trust anq. family values in 
Washington, to his most recent 
efforts to lead America through 
the crisis of a powerful storm, he 
has served the country as few 
others would be capable ot: 
His incredible leadership 
throughout the challenges of his 
presidency have been the great-
est "thank you" a citizen can 
receive in exchange for their 
vote, and solidified his reputa-
tion as a moral and capable 
leader. 
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Atheists.left unaccounted for 
As I did appreciate y<;>ur article "Is God a 
fad?" [Aug. 29], I couldn't help but note the 
bias and pure.lack ofresearch within the arti-
cle. Normally I wouldn't think ~o write some-
thing along these lines, but religion is a strong 
point with me and plays a dominant role in 
my life. Or should I say a lack thereat: 
tected. Sheehan is doing exactly what the civil 
liberties in the United States allow her to, and 
that should make any American much more 
proud than supporting a preemptive war upon 
a country which never has, and never will, 
ci:eate any sort of substantial threat to our 
freedom. That's the Patriot Act's job. 
- CHRISTINE BOURIE 
America soured on Bush 
You keep praising Bush supporters and 
hammering away at Cindy Sheehan, claiming 
she's unpatriotic. But while Bush sinks in the 
polls, Sheehan gains - and she's not even a 
public official. Americans support Cindy 
Sheehan's protest by 53 to 42 percent; mean-
while an AP-Ipsos Poll shows they disapprove 
of Bush's Iraq policies by 58 to 37 percent 
. 
' · 
.. 
•, 
As an atheist, it seems a complete inane 
failure on the author and editors' behalf that 
only one side of belief in religion was dis-
cussed. While it showed in the relatively small 
poll numbers that religion is enjoying a 
revival, it again failed to show the growing and 
strong opposition to it and didn't represent 
anyone who felt that way about it Perhaps 
articles should be re-read and other view-
points addressed in the future. After all this is 
America, and both sides should be represent-
ed. 
- CONCERNED READER 
So hammer away at Sheehan! It makes no 
difference. Americans are finally waking up to . 
the lies and horrors perpetrated by Bush. 
Sheehan protest sincere 
. When I opened to the Opinions section of 
the newspaper today, I was quite shocked to 
see an article describing Cindy Sheehan's 
protest as an "offensive display." ["Camp 
Casey offensive display," Aug. 29] I sincerely 
feel that what Sheehan is doing is just what 
this country needs in order for the many peo-
ple who are opposed to the war to realize that 
their opinion matters and that they, too, can 
make a difference. 
Should she expect the leader of the so-
called "free wol'ld" to meet with her? Yes. God 
forbid it cuts into his bike rides with Lance 
Armstrong or ATV rides around his ranch. · 
As for the ''You don't speak for us, Cindy!" 
tour, I feel that calling people who don't sup-
port the war 'lenemies of America" is much 
more offensive than anything Sheehan has 
done. 
The United States has become a champion 
of civil liberties through political discontent. 
Our political system is based on a pluralist 
political theory in which the majority rules 
but the rights of the minority are always pro- . 
...- FRANKTRUFFAUT 
Bulldozing Hitt's home a joke 
The Future has to be joking when suggest-
ing that UCF bulldoze the president's home in 
order for the new stadium to be built. ["Hitt 
the road for the good ofUCF," Aug. 29] 
For one, the president's house has more 
use than simply housing President John Hitt. 
It is used for university relations purposes. On 
· top of the cost of a stadium, we should pay to 
house Hitt for months while building a new 
home, as well as the, cost of building a ne~ 
home? The university owns its property and 
has every right to build the stadium on the 
north end. While it is nice. of the university to 
entertain the surrounding community for rela-
tionship sake, there is no reason for us to 
waste such ·time . . 
In addition, all these problems will cause 
what, four or six days of traffic per year? I live 
on the Oviedo side of UCF and it doesn't 
bother me a bit. Get a life Oviedo and let UCF 
grow! 
- SARAH BECKER 
The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include 
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, 
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558. 
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MAN ON THE STREET . . '
T H E WORD A R. O U,N D CAMPUS 
'How many games do you 
think UCF football will win?' 
OLIVIA CORBAN 
Mass communications 
"I hope they win lots of games and 
their losing streak is over." 
JIN BAK 
Pu.blic relations 
"I'll be optimistic and say three." 
SEAN BURCH 
Advertising/public relations 
"Wow. Hopefully half of the games." 
KESHIA SMITH 
Micro and mol~lar biology 
- +r 
"Probably two," 
WES PETERSON 
Business 
"Just one," 
MARIA SCHMIDT 
Engli~ education 
"Ha. Zero," 
,,,. 
\' r 
• 
• 
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Don't we all wish .every day could 
be fantasy football draft day? 
Christians have Chris~. 
Jews have Hanukkah. My buddy 
Panda Bear has Tet, and Burnsy 
has fantasy football draft day. 
• Fantasy football draft day to 
me is like if Christmas and 
Hanukkah met up at a bar one 
night and Christmas kept feeding 
and was all set on Willis McGa-
hee. I sat on this choice for two 
weeks leading up to my draft 
Tuesday night and then I did 
what I always tell myself not to 
- I called an audible when it 
was time for my first pick. 
• Hanukkah a ton of shots so it 
could take Hanukkah home and 
get some sweet holiday action MOUTHING OFF 
I picked Deuce McAllister 
instead for a number of reasons 
- mainly because he's in a con-
tract year with a solid offensive 
line in front of him but also 
because Bill Simmons, the sher-
pa to my mountain that is writ-
il Then the next morning, 
Hanukkah realized it forgot to 
take its birth control pill and. nine 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Managing Editor 
months later, gave birth to the most amazing day 
• of all That's what fantasy football draft day is to 
me. 
• 
I love it because it means an entire new season 
of talking trash to your closest friends.is right 
around the comer. It's also a chance to metaphor-
ically mark your territory among your dandier 
and more athletically efftrminate companions . 
• who wouldn't know how to draft a running back 
combo unless it took place while curtains were 
being purchased. 
But as rve said before, fantasy football is the 
• devil and I'm convinced that it has also taken 14 
years off my life through stress and mind-numb-. 
ingly awful results. Also, gambling is bad and fan-
tasy football is for entertainment ptirposes only. If 
• you gamble for money you will end up in prison 
and be forced into an elderly slavery ring on the 
rare chance you'd be let out of your life sentence. 
., What's the point of all this babble? There is 
none. That's the beauty of my brilliance. It's time 
for another zany - and long overdue - edition 
of the Thursday tirade. 
UCF football kicks off its 2005 season tonight 
against South Carolina I already know what's 
going to happen and it's going to be a long, boring 
game. It'll be like Battle of the Reality Stars: Coma 
~ Victims' Edition. This game is going to have as 
much excitement as watching Louie Anderson 
get a full-body wax. Final score: UCF 9, USC 6. 
• (Please, for once let my fake pessimism work for 
us)... . 
All day, every day, all I hear is people com-. 
plaining about parking on ciunpus. The Segway 
• wasn't such a bad idea after all, now was it? The 
campus roads are so jammed, I heard President 
Hitt was thinking about renaming Gemini Drive 
the Paris Hilton Parkway ... 
As much as religious and political groups 
argue and complain about the morality and ethics 
of cloning, I have to ask thefn: if they're aware that 
• it's already happening on college campuses across 
the nation every year. It's called sorority recruit-
ment ... 
I didn't want to get into any fantasy football 
•· specifics, but I there is one factor worth mention-
ing. In my main league, in which we play for near-
ly 1,000 ''pride certificates," I had the fifth pick 
" 
• 
'l 
.. 
ing, gave him a full endorsement. Then I found 
out that because the New Orleans Superdome is 
in pretty bad shape from Hurricane Katrina, the 
Saints are sort of homeless right now. 
Then Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer offered 
them the Citrus Bo'Wl for this season. 'That's all 
fine and dandy and a very nice gesture, but it 
would tuin my fantasy season. Nothing good has 
ever happened for me inside that stadium That is 
unless you count that time in the stands ·with that 
girl ... on second thought, I'd better not ... 
A 25th anniversary edition of The Blues Broth-
ers is behig released on DVD and it reminds me 
of an old argument I used to have with myself. 
Out of the Saturday .Night Live alumni still.churn-
ing out dribble, whose career has fallen apart the 
worst? 
Was it Dan Aykroyd? Have you seen anything 
he's done lately? With the exception of Grosse 
Pointe Blank, his movies during the past 15 years 
rank in quality somewhere between home videos 
With the lens cap on and Telemundo game shows. 
What about Chevy Chase] The last time the 
guy was funny my mom was yelling at me for 
being late to middle school I've laughed harder at 
the end of Million Dollar Baby than at any Chase 
movie since Spies Like Us. 
Then there's Eddie Murphy. Wow. Talk about a 
drop off. He's like ~e Dwight Gooden of acting. 
He's a living example of why transvestite hookers 
will really kill your career. All three have good 
eases. I can't pick a standout ... 
Finally, with gas prices setting record highs 
every single day, I'd like to reinind people who 
insist on driving everywhere of a few things. . 
Roads have speed limits. Good drivers stay at five 
to 10 miles above the speed limit Contrary to 
apparent beliefs, when it is raining, speed limits 
do not get cut in half. There's a reason we pay five 
figures for automobiles: They're built to handle 
situations like a stonn. 
Oh, and if you drive more than two miles with 
your blinker on and you have no intention of 
turning, you will spend eternity in hell I don't 
make the rules of the road, I just enforce them. 
Ashley Burns can be reached at 
editor@UCFnews.com 
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PREVIEW: KNIGHTS AT GAMECOCKS, KICKOFF - 7:52 P.M. 
UCF takes to the field in Columbia, 
S.C., tonight as 21-point underdogs 
to the South Carolina Gamecocks 
Are 
rea y? 
UCF vs. USC 
. Knights to face 
Spurrier, USC on· 
national television 
ANDY VASQUEZ 
Sports Editor 
Weeks of anticipation and months of preparation 
come to an end tonight at 7:52 p.rn. Football season has 
finally arrived 
The Golden Knights will open up the college foot-
ball sea.son tonight against the University of South 
Carolina, in Columbia, S.C., in front of over 80,000 
spectators and within eyeshot of millions tuning in 
around the world on ESPN. 
· ''I think it's great for the team to come in and play a 
game like that," UCF Coach George O'Leary said "I 
· think some of our young ·kids will probably be big-
eyed, but there's going to be a lot of big-eyed people in 
that game." 
The matchup, which has been 
· billed primarily as University of 
South Carolina Coach Steve Spurri-
er's return to college football. will be 
an important game for beth teams as 
both the Knights and Gamecocks are 
looking to recover from disappoint-
ing seasons. 
Last season the Gamecocks fin- Spurrier 
ished with a 6-5 record, including a 4-
4 mark in the Southeastern Conference (SEC) in what 
was a ·disappointing close to the legendary coaching 
·careerofLouHoltz. · · . ' 
USC got off to a solid start on the year, winning four 
of its frrst five games, but lost five of its last six to fall 
out of contention for the conference title. 
Last year was also frustrating for the Kriights as 
they failed to .win a game and currently hold the 
longest losing streak in Division lA football at 15 
games. . 
Despite the Knights' struggles last season - and the 
fact that the Gamecocks are nearly 20 point favorites -
Spurrier knows that playing UCF to open the season 
will not be an easy matchup. 
. ''What we know about them is they struggled.a lit-
tle bit last year," Spurrier said, "but that's history. 
George O'Leary is an excellent coach with a tremen-
dous track record and he wil). have his players ready to 
play and ready to do evei-ything to beat us. We are 
expecting a tough, difficult game." 
The odds makers tend not to agree with Coach 
Spurrier. Danny Sheridan of USA Today has the 
Knights listed as 21-point underdogs as of We~esday. 
Undoubtedly the Knights' dismal year last year has 
a lot to do with that prediction, and coming .into this 
gamea hot topic has been how the Knights are dealing 
PLEASE SEE O'LEARY ON B2 
' ' 
CFF ARCHIVE PHOTO 
uq Coach George O'Leary and the Knights come into tonight's ga.me as three touchdown underdogs to the Gamecocks. The game will. be nationally televised on ESPN. 
Scouting .the Gamecocks 
Knights offense will 
have to worry most 
about USC's secondary 
ANDY VASQUEZ 
Sports Editor 
Offense 
There are some questions about the offense in 
Columbia this season as the Gamecocks are only 
returning three starters to their lineup. 
At quarterback, Coach Steve Spurrier says the 
Gamecocks will start the game with redshirt sopho-
more Blake Mitchell. However, Antonio Heffner, who 
competed with Mitchell for the starting position 
throughout preseason camp, will also see a consider-
able amount of time under center. 
Mitch~ll, at 6-foot-3and194 pounds, is a stationary 
drop-back passer with a consistent arm, while the 6-
foot-1, 191-pound Heffner would likely create more 
problems for the Knights defense with his mobility. 
At receiver the Gamecocks are strong with two 
viable targets. Kris Clark and Syvelle Newton will 
. most likely start at receiver. Newton, who was the 
starting quarterback for five games last season, made 
the transition to receiver in the spring. Newton was 
also a receiver his freshman year. 
PLEASE SEE SPURRIER ON. B3 
COMMENTARY 
Steven Moffett 
Knights quarterback 
draws on experience to 
gain c:;onfidenee 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Managing Editor 
Steven Moffett is enjoying a new 
feeling in his role as the quarterback 
of the UCF football team. That feel-
ing? Confidence, as he and his tea.in.-
mates are finally starting to gel into 
coach George O'Leary':; gameplan. · 
Thrown into the starting role late 
into his freshman season, Moffett 
battled with inexperience and a cast Moffett 
of young teammates, most fresh out 
. of high ~chool and some with only a year of college · 
football experience under their belts. 
After last season's rebuilding process, in which the 
Knights f~hed 0-ll, Moffett believes that this year's 
team is ready to pick up some momentum and do in 
Conference USA what it was unable to do in the Mid-
American Conference: win a conference champi-
onship and earn the first bowl bid in the history of the 
program. The junior qµarterback admits that there is 
. an exponential difference between this year's squad 
PLEASE SEE MOFFETT ON B2 
' ' 
Knights have .golden opportunity to silence talk of dismal season 
All that "longest losing streak in 
the country,'' and "0-ll" talk can end 
tonight - if the Knights want it to. 
Opportunities like this don't come 
around too often, and its time for UCF 
football to put its money where its 
mouth is. 
All preseason long, the buzz out of 
the Knights has been that they think 
they are good enough to make it to a 
bowl game this yeai: 
Well, if the Knights have any 
chance to make it to a bowl galne this 
season they need to come out and 
show what they are capable of tonight 
against the University of South Car-
olina, because teams that play in bowl 
games do~t get blown out on nation-
al television to start their season 
Somehow the Knights are 21-point 
underdogs for tonighfs contest with 
the Gamecocks, a team in the midst of · 
a major, transition 
Let me say that again_ 21POINTS. 
I don't endorse gambling, butthis' is a 
golden opportunity. I don't care who 
is coaching in Columbia, there is no 
way that the Knights will lose to the 
Gamecocks by three touchdowns'. 
In fact I have a good feeling about 
the Knights chances tonight; keep 
reading ~d so will you 
THE EXTRA POINT 
ANDY VASQUEZ 
Sports Editor 
the radar" for this game, and that 
statement couldn't have been more 
true. • 
Flying in under the radar / The story· line in this game is all 
UCF Coach George O'Leary said about South Carolina Coach Steve 
that the Knights are flying in "under Spurrier and his return to college 
football from the pro ranks. 
If you've seen the advertisement 
for the game on ESPN its almost 
in;ipossible to tell who Spurrier and 
the Gamecocks are playing as the "Ol' 
ball coach" makes his mighty return 
to the NCAA 
The Knights may have high expec-
tations for themselves but essentially 
no expectations from c;>thers which 
should allow them to play loose with-
out fear oflosing. 
If they end up losing they only ful-
filled what everyone else is expecting 
of them, but if they were to win ... 
Losing makes football players angry 
UCF Coach George O'Leary said 
in his press conference on Monday 
that the losing streak is "not a big 
item" with him, which may be true. 
But with his players the losil)g is a big 
deal, they want to win now and they 
want to win badly. 
According to O'Leary and his play-
ers, the Knights come into this game 
with a great deal of confidence. Play-
ers saythey are feeling as good as they 
have about the team since O'Leary 
has been here, and why not? They 
have another offseason of O'Leary 
and his program under their belt, and 
the . chemistry has improved The 
Knights are bigger and faster than 
PLEAsE SEE BRIGHT ON B2 
' ' 
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Moffett satisfied as chemistry builds with veteran wide outs , .. 
FROM 81 
and last 
"Coming out of last year, I 
wouldn't say we were down, but 
we just couldn't believe that we 
lost 11 games," Moffett said 'We 
couldn't believe we lost every 
game. Coming into this season 
after going through spring when 
everyone was picking up the 
system and learning a lot better 
and knowing what' they were 
supposed to do, it brought con-
fidence. You could tell that it 
brought confidence to Coach 
O'Leary and everybody on the 
team. Last year -his goal for us 
was just to play hard and try to 
compete. This year his goal for 
us is to go to a bowl game and 
win it. The confidence is up 
there right now:' 
Moffett attributes this new 
sense Of confidence and 
urgency to the team's increased 
physical training during the 
spring as well as each player's 
ability to further learn O'Leary's 
syste,m and football philosophy. 
"The difference between this 
year and last year for me and 
everybody is that we just know 
what we're doing,'' Moffett said 
'When you play any sport if you 
know what you're doing you're 
going to be confident with what 
you're trying to do. If you don't 
know what you're doing then 
you're going to be hesitant like 
, we were last year ... and we 
weren't really getting to · the 
places that we needed to be. We 
weren't 100 percent sure that we 
needed to be there and this year 
everybody, for the most part, 
knows where they're supposed 
to be and where they need to be 
and it's making us look a lot bet-
ter." 
As for the rigorous physical 
training the team has been going 
through ynder strength and 
conditioning coach Ed Ellis, 
Moffett was given a specific 
workout plan and even diet dur-
ing the spring. 
"I was lifting weights four 
days a week and I just stayed on 
the diet they gave me," Moffett 
said "They wanted me to eat a 
lot so I ate a lot and I gained 
about 15 pounds.". 
Moffett's increase in size is 
. 
obvious to anyone who merely 
looks at him, artd the additional 
pounds can't be mistaken for 
anything but pure muscle. 
Despite his increase in size, 
Moffett is still a threat to break 
from the pocket as evidenced by 
his matured play during the past 
few weeks of preseason prac-
tices. Aside from his quickness 
and ability to break out a run, 
Moffett is also meshing better 
than ever with his young but 
dangerous pack of receivers. 
"I feel most comfortable with 
Mike Walker and Brandon Mar-
shall, because I've stayed with 
them over the years," Moffet~ 
said. "Rocky Ross is coming 
along pretty good as a freshman 
Brooks 'Turner is. in there, "he's 
pretty consistent all the time. I 
like Rocky because as a fresh-
man he's catching on to the sys-
tem really well and it's kind of 
hard for a receiver to catch on as 
a freshman He isn't making too 
many mental errors and he's 
catching the balls and running 
his routes. That's what we 
need" 
· Prior to last season's 1,lllfortu-
nate result, the; Knights had a 
growing national reputation for 
churning out quality talented 
quarterbacks and 1,000-yard 
receivers. Moffett believes his 
wideouts possess the ability to 
fall bad~ into that pattern, but 
also recognizes that their suc-
cess relies on him. The Wmter 
Park native has already shown 
during the preseason that he 
understands the playbook much 
better as he has been accurate 
and consistent in both skeleton 
drills and team scrimmages. 
The offense's success this 
season won't rely simply on 
Moffett, though.· Helping him 
out will be a new committee 
~pproach with the running 
backs. In the wake of UCF 
record ,holder Alex Haynes' 
graduation, Dontavius Wilcox 
returns as the team's most expe-
rienced back, but he will be 
joined by Curtis Francis and 
Jason Peters to name a few. All 
three will split carries through-
out the season, but Moffett 
believes· the committee 
approach will give the Knights a 
big advantage over their oppo-
CFF ARCHIVE 
UCF quarterback Steven Moffett should be much more comfortable under center this season with the.experience of last year to build on. 
nents. 
"I like the committee 
approach," Moffett said. 1'We 
had Alex last year and he was a 
great back, but he was more of a 
power back. This year I think 
we have five different i-unning 
backs that can get in there and . 
efited from daily training. 
. "It's like night and day,'' Mof-
fett said of the difference 
between his linemen last season 
and through this preseason. "I 
remember last year there were 
certain stunts that the defenses 
would use to trick our lines. This 
year we're being more responsi-
ble and we trust each other. Last 
year I don't think they trusted 
each other very much. It's mak-
ing for much better protection." 
Protection for Moffett will 
prove to be the quarterback's r 
greatest asset, and not only , 
when it comes to the offensive · · ,. 
line. Perhaps the greatest protec- .. 
tion Moffett will need will be 
from the Knights' seasoIJ opener 
against South Carolina on Sept 1 • 
and his ability to not lose focus 
on winning. The game marks the 
return of Steve Spurrier to col-
• lege football and it also marks · 
the fifth consecutive year that 
UCF will open on ESPN. Moffett 
admits that he thinks about the J ~ 
game all the time, but his confi-
. dence remains steadfast as he 
know just how big and impor-
tant this game will be. • 
Moffett's confidence is big 
enough to land the team's plane 
on; however, it's that kind of con- • 
fidence that makes him into the · 
leader of the team the coaches v 
have tried to tum him into for , 
the past two seasons. As any true , • 
leader does, Moffett has set 
some lofty goals to match his . 
unbreakable confidence. -
"My hope is just like coach , ., 
O'Leary's hope: win and go to a 
bowl game. That would be a sue- . 
cessful season." 
• 
play and take us where we need ~---------------------------~---'-------­
to go. They're all different types 
of running backs. We have 
power backs and 'speed backs. 
Dontav.ius and Chris Strothers 
are real quick and Kevin Smith 
is like the total package. He can 
do everything. Jason Peters is 
more of a power back and Cur-
tis slashes, so they all bring 
something different to the table. 
I' think that'll keep defenses off 
balance. They won't be able to 
key in on what type of running 
- back they're facing." 
Last season's biggest ques-
tion mark was the offensive line. 
Characterized by youth and 
inexperience, the line was 
unable to provide enough time 
for Moffett to consistently exe-
cute passes, leading to too many 
turnovers and sacks. However, 
Moffett feels that the question 
mark is gone and, by season's 
end, could be replliced with an 
exclamation point. During 
spring and preseason practices, 
Moffett says that he has grown 
much more comfortable behind 
his linemen, who have also ben-
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with the losing streak psycho-
logically. But according to 
O'Leary, talk of the losing streak 
is not an issue with him and the 
players. 
"Obviously I am continually 
asked myself about the losing 
'record,'' O'Leary said. "But I 
have never brought it up to the 
players... 1 never bring it up 
becau5e it is not a big item with 
me." 
The game has also been 
hyped as a coaching matchup, as 
Spurrier and O'Leary are two of 
the more recognizable leaders in 
college football. But both coach-
es were quick to downplay their 
importance on the outcome of 
the game. 
''This game is about our play-
ers against their players,'' Spurri-
er said "I know sometimes the 
coaches; we get way too much 
sp<;>tlight of the game. I wish it 
wasn't that way but I understand 
that is how it's going to. be." 
"I've never been big for get-
ting out in front or anything," 
O'Leary said "I always thought it 
was a players' game. The players 
have to play and hopefully the 
coaches can get1them in the right 
situation to make plays. I've 
always thought that if anybody 
gets credit in that game it should 
be the players if you win and 
basically the coaches if you lose. 
That's the way it works." 
If the Knights are to compete 
with the Gamecocks they have 
to provide answers for two 
uncertainties: Can UCF quarter-
back Steven Moffett take the 
confidence he gained in pr~sea­
son camp onto the field at 
Williams-Brice Stadium? And, 
will the Knights young and inex-
perie:Jlted defense be able to 
slow down the notoriously fast-
paced Spurrier offense? 
As for Moffett, who started as 
a sophomore last year, there are 
signs that this could be a break-
through year. He was perceived 
to struggle last year, but his num-
bers were actually comparable 
to those of former UCF great 
Daunte Culpepper. Moffett actu-
ally pad a better completion per-
centage. 
O'Leary knows that for the 
Knights to be successful they 
will need Moffett to take the 
lead 
"The key offensively," 
O'Leary said, "is that our quar-
terback is playing with some 
confidence." 
O'Leary hopes that if Moffett 
and the Knights come out confi-
dent early, they could develop a 
swagger. 
'1 see a little strut on them," 
O'Leary said "But it's a con-
cerned strut maybe. They need 
Bright lights will expose 
true colors of UCF football 
FROM B1 
they were last year. 
We wont know how good the 
Knights are until things get going 
for real, but they are certainly 
deeper and better. Add that with 
the fact that they are hungry to 
win, and the Knights are a dan-
gerous team. 
History points ' to big 
improvement 
In 1999 USC went 0-ll in their 
first season with Coach Lou 
Holtz. Sound familiar? The next 
year the Gamecocks went 8-4, 
including wins in their first four 
games. In their second year 
under Coach O'Leary the · 
Knights. have history on their 
- ,~ideas they look to improve. 
Blow out-no bowl 
Speaking'ofbowl the Knights 
know that in order for them to 
make it to a bowl this season they 
have to come out and show how 
good they are to a wide audience. 
Well they will have no better 
chance to do that than tonight 
This game is important 
because tonight we are going to 
ftnd out what kind of team the 
Knights really are. We don't have 
to wait until midway through the 
season to evaluate UCF's chance 
of making a bowl game. If they 
get stomped by USC tonight, 
we1l know what these guys are 
madeo£ 
Andy Vasquez can be reached at 
1 sports@UCFnews.com 
some confidence, have some 
good things happen to them 
early, and then stay together." 
• High Speed Internet Access • High Speed Internet Access 
Kickoff is set for 7:52 p.m. on 
ESPN. The game between UCF 
and USC will also be featured 
on SportsCenter's 50/50 (50 
states in 50 days) during the 6 
p.m. show, arid on ESPN Col-
lege Game Day which will 
begin its telecast live from 
Columbia at ·7 p.m. 
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. ·Men's soccer set.to begin season on campus tomorrow 
Knights to face Lafayette College in 
~ first game of UCF Kickoff Classic 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
The UCF men's soccer sea-
son officially begins tomorrow 
• night at the UCF Soccer Com-
plex, a moment the Golden 
Knights have anticipated for a 
long while. 
"I think we are ecstatic," 
Coach · Brent Erwin said. "I 
think everybody is excited." 
: After weeks of grueling 
practices and two preseason 
games, the men will finally play 
in a game that actually counts. 
The Knights start their year by 
facing Lafayette College Friday 
night and then Central Con-
necticut State on Sunday as part 
of the UCF Kickoff Classic. 
Both opponents will provide 
a good early season test for 
UCF. After going 12-6 in 2004, 
Lafayette has been predicted to 
finish third. in the Patriot 
I 
League. The Leopards led the 
Patriot League in goals and 
points per game last season, and 
· they. return their top two scor-
ers - midfielders Thomas 
Harju and Scott Hawkins -
who combined for 30 points last 
year. 
CCSU fmished 2004 with a 
7-7-2 record and are picked to 
finish fifth in the Northeast 
. Conference. Although those 
numbers and projections may ing defense. 
be mediocre, one Blue Devil is . "I am very confident in the 
certainly not. Forward Alex guys we have ' back there," 
Harrison, a preseason All- Erwin said. "I am very confi-
Americap., led the nation in dent in their ability. I know that 
goals per game, was second in if they come out and (play) the 
points .per game and was the· way they are capable of, we are 
2004 NEC Player of the Year. going to be fme." 
Erwin understands the chal- · Erwin was .also pleased with 
lenge that these two teams pres- the offensive effort his team 
ent to his Golden Knights, but 
he 3lso has faith in his improv- PLEASE SEE ERWIN ON B4 
· Women close out road trip,in ,style 
" 
NATHAN POEKERT 
Senior StaffWriter 
entire first half and stood tkeir · 
own,ground on defense by only · 
surrendering one shot to UCSB. 
Despite losing its season Following the first half, the 
" opener 2-1 to Pepperdine, Knights had outshot the Gau- .. 
women's soccer moved up one chos ll-1. 
·spot in the rankings to No. 27 in FolloWing the beginning of 
the www.soccerbuzz.com ·poll the second half, it took the 
" following its 4-0 thrashing of the Knights only 18 minutes to score 
UC Santa Barbara Gauchos Sun- again. Junior forward Kristin 
day evening. . Bilby ripped a shot that deflected 
• UCF came into the game off the crossbar right to sopho-
looking to rebound following the more Jessica Newport who 
loss on Friday to Pepperdine. headed it in to give UCF a 3-0 
Many of the players felt like they lead at 63:00. 
A should have come back from the DeCespedes got her second 
California road trip 2-0 instead of , goal of the night off of a free kick 
1-1 only 10 minutes later. 
"I know we would have won· The only ~etback the' Knights 
' if we would have played Pepper- received the .entire night 
dine like we did against Santa occurred at 73:04. Junior Kate 
Barbara," said junior forward McCain received a red ·card fol-
, .. Shannon Wmg. ·~Pepper- lowing an accident illvolving a 
dine we just had a short defen- Gauchos player. 
sive lapse for three minutes and The USCB player grabbed an 
that was all they needed. We out of bounds ball that was sup-
_;, really played at our peak on Sun- posed to go to the Knights when 
day." McCain came up to grab it. The 
The Knights struck midway Gauchos player turned her head 
in the first half after Gauchos away as McCain was grabbing 
• goalkeeper Jamie Consi~e mis- . the ball and received minor cuts 
handled an easy shot from for- · on her face from McCain. The 
ward Roberta Pelarigo, giving referee interpreted the mishap as 
· junior Michelle DeCespedes an McCain "attacking'' another 
• open net at 26:14. Later in the halt; player and proceeded in giving 
junior Jessalyn Withers made an her a red card 
outstanding slide shot off a feed ''I r;eally feel bad .about what 
,., from freshman Lydia Jones to happened," said McCain. "Every 
give the Knights a two-goql lead girl on this team knows that I 
The Knights blitzed the Gau- / wouldn't do anything like that 
chos defense for nearly the ever. I apologized to the girl after 
" 
if happened" 
Despite the mishap, UCF was 
still able to outshobt USCB 16-5 
overalL Knights goalkeeper Jen-
nifer Manis was only tested with 
one shot on goal throughout the 
entire match. Gauchos keeper 
Jamie Considine faced nine shots 
on goal and had five saves but 
. was removed following the 
fourth goal 
The match sets a positive · 
tone for. the rest of the season 
UCF is still without star forward 
Kendra Flock, who is out with an 
ankle injury. Last season Flock 
led the Golden Knights in points 
· (29), goals (~), shots (67) and 
shots on goal (31), 
With Flock still day-to-day, 
and McCain out serving a one-
game suspension for the red 
card, UCF will rely even more on 
its new freshmen and transfers. 
Head coach Amanda Cromwell 
isn't too worried though. 
·~ lot ·Of the newcoiners are 
really stepping up scoring goals 
and getting the assists," said 
coach Cromwell ''Michelle had a 
big day today with the two goals . 
and Jessica and Lydia adding a 
goal each. Roberta (Pelarigo) had 
the goal for us. Friday night and 
then a shot tonight setting up 
one of Michelle's goa'ls." 
The Knights begin an eight 
· game home stand this Saturday · 
against Ole Miss. They then face 
Buffalo on Sept. 3 and Florida 
State on Sept 5. 
!iPORT!i® 
e·ETTI NG COM 
www. spQrt~bettln q. com, 
Win Jljil:Jl:J,,l:J t:J 
.and a ·trip ·lo ·the 
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All~•tar .aa e 
Jn Hawa1 
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• Sony 50• I.CD Pl'oj.aion TV 
. • BDSE Home Thea"" System 
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• . .AppleiPod 
~ Spurrier satisfied with Clark's·preseason 
FROM Bl 
Clark, .an undersized senior 
receiver, has been the most 
impressive to Spurrier so far in 
camp. 
' "Kris (Clark) is one of those 
players you probably look at 
and say, 'Well, he's not the 
fastest or tallest,"' Spurrier said, 
''but he's been very coachable, 
Ile knows how to get open and 
·separate from the defender. He 
1- catches about every tilne ... 
_He's just been productive and a 
remarkable team player." 
For the Knights to· compete 
" with USC they-will have to be 
able to stop receivers after 
catches. 
t · "I think the key t-o playing 
1
any Spurrier team is to make 
.sure you tackle," O'Leary said 
~"And no yards after catches, 
·• that's the key." 
· • · Running back is definitely 
the most questionable position 
for the Gamecocks. In the off-
•. season Spurrier dismissed for-
mer Parade All-American run-
ning back Demetris Summers · 
.• for viol~ting an undisclosed 
team rule. Summers was USC's 
leading.rusher last season. 
· Stepping in to fill the void 
.'- will be tailbacks Mike Davis 
and Bobby Wallace, both fresh-
men. 
1 Davis was' rated as the top 
,. high school running back 
recruit in the state of South Car-
olina, and Wallace was tabbed 
Y the 20th best all-purpose back 
in the country by Rivals.com. 
On offense the Gamecocks 
. will be without fullback Daccus 
) 
Tilrman, running back Jer- · 
maine Sims and offensive guard 
Freddy Samt-Preux, who were 
all suspended one game for 
their participation in a fight at 
the end oflast season USC will 
also be without running back 
Cory Boyd, who will redshirt 
this season after being suspend-
ed for the year after a violation 
of team policies. 
Defense 
The defense will be a strong 
point for the Gamecocks this 
season as seven starters will be 
returning to the squad 
One player who had a break-
through spring that the Knights 
will have to watch for on the 
defensive line is Stanely 
Doughty. 
At 6-foot-l, 328 pounds, 
Doughty is the biggest of the 
Gamecocks. He had an impres-
sive spring and was rated as the 
top defensive player for USC. 
Last season he played in all 11 
games recording 11 tackles. 
While Doughty Will anchor 
the Gamecocks on the defensive 
line, the strength of us~ is in its 
secondary. 
With three of four starters 
returning to the secondary, the 
Gamecocks will make passing 
tough for Moffett and his 
receivers. 
Sophomo,re Ko Simpson will . 
lead the Gamecocks' secondary 
after ·a phenomenal season last 
year as a true freshman Starting 
every game at free safety, Simp-
son had tied for the SEC lead 
with six interceptions (third 
nationally) and had 61 total tack-
Add to your U CF experience! 
,1> 
Visit h ttp:/ /www.drs.sdes.ucf.edu/ to find out how you 
can supplement your college career and add to your resume. 
We off er several opportunities to gain knowledge and 
experience in conflict management and dispute resolution 
· through a variety of programs: 
UCF Mediator Cer tification 
One-on-One Coaching 
Seminars & Presentations 
Volunteer Mediation Program 
Student Mediation Association 
Our services are free of charge (for UCF students), 
voluntary and confiden tial. Contact us for more information 
or to schedule an appointment! 
t. 
D ispute Resolution Services 
Ferrell Commons, Room 150 
407-823-3477 
' spfarris@mail.ucf.edu 
~ 1 ' ~ 
les. He was honored as the SEC 
Freshman of the Year by the 
Associated Press and was also 
named a Freshman All-America 
selection by the Football Writ-
ers Association of America arid 
the Sporting News. He is also 
the Gamecocks leading return-
ing tackler. 
Simpson is also one of the 
fastest USC players as he runs a 
4.43 40-yard dash. 
Ricardo Hurley will lead the 
linebacker corps for USC. Hur-
ley, an All-SEC candidate who 
can play both inside and outside 
linebacker, started all n games 
last season and is the teams sec-
ond leading returning tackler. 
PLAY FOR FREE AT 
http://w~w.sportsbettinq.com 
@ 2003-2005 Real Entertainment Lid. 
No purchase necessary lo enter or win. Void wi1ere prohibited by law. Must be at least 18 years olrl 1o play. 
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Volleyball readies for tough trip 
Diet Coke· Classic 
pits UCF against 
No. 6 Minnesota 
ANDY JACOBSOHN 
Contributing Writer 
The UCF women's volley-
ball team will head north to 
start its September schedule 
this weekend 
The Golden Knights are set 
to play Atlantic 10 Conference 
team Xavier on Friday in Min-
nesota at the Diet Coke Classic. 
On Saturday they will play 
Minnesota of the Big Ten Con-
ference, and later that day 
North Dakota from the Great 
West Conference. 
... , 
Xavier, the first team slated 
to play the Lady Knights in the 
5,700 seat Minnesota Sports 
Pavilion, started its season 3-0, 
with all wins coming in three-
game sweeps. Xavier defeated 
Air Force. UNC-Wilmington 
and South Carolina State at the 
Sleep Inn Battle at the Beach in 
Wtlmington, North Carolina. 
REBECCA BARNEn I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Middle blocker Chai Arah and the Knights practiced Tuesday in preparation for their trip. 
Last year, Xavier Coach 
Floyd Deaton won the Atlantic 
10 Coach of the Year award. 
The team had a conference 
record of 12-2 and an overall 
record of 18-9. Deaton also lee!. 
his squad to its second confer- . 
ence title, both coming since 
1998. 
The first game for the 
Knights is set for 5 p.m. The fol-
lowing day, the Knights will 
face the hometown team, the 
Minnesota Golden Gophers, at 
1:30 p.m. 
The Gophers played their 
alumni team on Aug. 27, getting 
in on-court practice before the 
four-team tournament. The 
current squad won the match 
in three games. 
Last year Minnesota had a 
cumulative record of 33-5. 
The t!SA Today/CSTA poll 
ranked Minnesota No. 6 in the 
nation after losing to Stanford 
in last year's national champi-
onship match. This ranking 
tied for the second highest in 
the school's history. 
The third team the Knights 
are set to play is the North 
Dakota Bisons at 6 p.m. on Sat-
urday. This will be the first ever 
meeting between the fwo 
teams. 
Bison player Sheila Parrish 
is on track to have 1,000 kills 
and 1,000 digs for her career. 
She will become the fifth play-
er in North Dakota history to 
do so. The team started their 
season 0-3 with losses against 
the University of the Pacific, 
Virginia Commonwealth and 
Marquette in the Marquette 
Season Kick-off, with all three 
losses coming in straight sets. 
Before the Diet Coke Clas-
sic, UCF volleyball was sched-
u1ed to . play Jacksonville on 
Wednesday night. Resu1ts were 
not available at press time. 
1:rwin very confident on eve of sea.son 
FROM 83 feels "very confident about 
how we are going. I feel very 
showed Saturday night versus good about how the guys are 
South Florida. The Golden progressing and playing with 
Knights won 2-1 and created . each oth~r." 
chances to try to tack on more In a conference in which the 
goals. Of course, the Knights Knights have been picked to 
will have to answer the ques- finish No. 8 among 10 teams, 
tion in Conference USA: Can Erwin is advising his players to, 
they score enough be competi- in this transitional season, not 
~ive against high-quality be afraid to fail and always play 
teams? Erwin admitted that hard. 
question won't have a clear "Most people hold back 
answer until some games are because they are afraid to fail," 
played, but he did say that he Erwin said. ''What if you give 
D~J SPORTS 
corner 
lmsports.ucf.edu 
CHRIS MORELLO 
Contributing Writer 
Sixteen UCF students and 
staff attend UGA workshop 
In an effort to improve the 
officiating base in the sport of 
flag football, 16 students and 
staff represented UCF in 
Athens, Ga. - home of the Uni-
, versity of Georgia. 
Last weekend UGA hosted 
the annual . Southeastern. Flag 
Football Officiating Workshop, 
a two-day event that allowed 92 
officials from schools through-
out the Southeast access to 
both classroom and on-field 
instruction by some of the best 
flag football clinicians in. the 
country. Flag football, like ulti-
mate frisbee, is a sport popular 
everything and it doesn't work 
out? Well, that's great. You gave 
everything and it didn't work 
out, so now let's push on so that 
next time you give everything, 
we may win. I will never get 
upset with (the team) for doing . 
something all-out, because you 
have to be able to accept failure 
to be great." 
The Knights get their sea-
son started Friday at 7:30 p.m. 
at the UCF Soccer Complex 
when the Knights take on 
Lafayette. 
with many on college campus-
es. Though perhaps not as 
respected as regular football, it 
is equally as fun. . 
Student officials· were 
drilled all weekend with not 
only the rules 0f the game, but 
also officiating philosophy, 
colillllunication and leadership 
techniques. Intramural Sports 
hires officials throughout the 
year; no experience is neces-
-sary. 
For information please visit 
www.imsports.ucf.edu. 
I 
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WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD? 
-
-= 9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
ORLANDO, FL 32837 . 
IN'BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO! 
REMEMBERI 
IF YOU SEE 
THIS GOOD 
LOOKING GUY 
YOU COULD SAVE 
THOUSANDS! 
• 
CALL US AT (~07) 851-3800 
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT 
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM 
Smokee Tavern 2nd Anniversarv Partv Weekend 
I . , 
THU.RS DAY 
. Karaoke w/Roger Lee 
$1.00 Draft during 
UCF - S.C. game 
Music starting @ 4p.m. 
BobbyG 
Gaberial Mountain 
Boulderfield Band 
*SURPRISE GUEST * 
FRIDAY 
Starting @ 1 Op.m. 
Music by Takeout 
$3 Cover Charge 
SUNDAY 
BluesJa.m ' 
Hosted by 
Redeye Express 
5-9 p.m. 
MON 
2nd Anniversary Party 
Starting at 2p.m. 
BBQ Picnic! 
Stay to watch 
UM at fSU @8p.m. 
12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Florida 
(At 408 & E. Colonial) 
407-211-1665 
iil 
E5 
«I 
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~ The Smokee Tavern 
< • Colonial (50) 
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The filthiest, nastiest, most disturbing film 
of the year also seeks to the most intelligent 
MATT HEDGECOCK 
Variety Editor 
P ssst ... want to hear a dirty joke? . Want to hear it told more than 100 different ? ' ways. . 
\ . 
That's the premise of The Aristocrats, a documen-
tary on the filthiest joke you've never heard ,that is 
currently tearing its way through the indie film scene. 
The film premise is simple: Dozens .of different 
comedians, from Jason Alexander to Fred Willard, tell 
the same classic dirty joke over and over. 
It's be~n called everything from lewd to offensive. 
Oh, and it's also being • 
called one of the funniest 
films of the year. 
The unusual premise is the 
brainchild of comedians Penn Jil-
lette and Paul. Provenza, who 
directed and produced the film. 
The unusual idea germinat-
ed from the pair's "late night 
coffee shop talks about preten-
tious stuff," as Provenza 
describes it. 
"We're familiar with the notion 
of musicians reinterpreting the 
same song over and over, but we . 
don't ever hear that with comedi-
ans," Provenza said. 
"We didn't choose the joke 
because it's filthy! We chose it 
b.ecause of the structure!" 
Indeed, the joke in The Aristo-
. crats could be the 'comedic equiva-
lent of a free form jazz perform-
ance. The opening and punchline 
("The Aristocrats!") are always the . 
same, but it's up to the comedian to 
fill in the space in the middle -
typically, with, a deluge of foul 
material. The joke thereby serves 
as a mirror which reflects more 
about the comedian's sense of 
humor, rather than the joke's own 
content. . 
''A lot of the comedian~ don't 
even tell the joke," said Bob Saget, 
one of the comedians featured in 
the film. "Like only three tell the 
joke, the rest of them dissect it." 
· And while the film is a serious 
study of humor and the art of 
stand-up comedy, it has . surely 
gained much more exposure for its 
raunchy content. What sort of con-
tent? Well, nothing that can be 
printed in the pages ' of a 
respectable, newspaper, but beast-
iality, incest, racism and the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks are just a few of 
the topics made light of in the film. 
Sometimes multiple times. 
''A few ads I've seen say I tell the 
dirtiest version," Saget said. "Some 
say Gilbert [Godfried's] is dirtiest. 
"I didn't sign off on us~ng my 
segment until I saw the inovie, 
which I thought was hilarious, but · 
I did see the version that I tell is 
PLEASE SEE ARISTOCRATS ON B6 
Once known for his 
family-friendly style, 
comedian Bob Saget 
joins nearly 100 other 
comedians in The 
Aristocrats. The movie 
has gained notoriety 
for its offensive 
content, but the 
film is actually a 
study about how 
the art of joke-
telling varies from 
comediantp 
comedian. 
www.UCFnews.com ·Thursday, September 1, 2005 
THURSDAY-SUNDAY 
Raven at 
Thelmprov 
Want to lose weight? Stop 
· smoking? Stop being ugly? Raven 
the hypnotist can help - well, 
maybe not with the last one.Ask 
about the special late night"Erotic 
Hypnotic" shows. 321-281-8000 
Music 
SATURDAY 
Killswitch Engage 
Metalheads,summon your-
selves from your double-wide trail-
ers and h~ad down to the House of 
Blues at Downtown Disney for a 
head-banging good time.Also fea-
turing As ·1 Lay Dying and Soilwork. 
407-934-2583 
SATURDAY 
Pa~~u~~:o~ur inteNiew 
with Papa Roach? You really should. 
Then go watch the guys perfonn 
live at Hard Rock Live. Don't worry, 
they aren't really roaches.407-351-
5483 ' 
SATURDAY 
Bob~y Valentii\l> 
and The Scream 
IV Tour 
Hey, we inteNiewed noted R&B 
singer Bobby Valentincl, too! Read 
that, and then go &eek Bobby out 
when he performs as part ofThe 
Tom Joyner Family Reunion at the 
Disney-MGM Studios.1-888-TJ-
FAMILY 
SUNDAY . 
~gainstMe! 
CD release paffi' 
Are you for Against Me!? That's 
confusing. Anyways, they're cele-
brating their new CD at The Social 
with guests The Exit and William 
ElliotWhitmore.407-246-1419 
MONDAY 
Twiztid 
Self-described psycho axe-mur-
dering downs and proteges of 
Insane down Posse, Twiztid comes 
to The Social to crank out some feel-
good rap,rhythms.407-246-1419 
Movies 
DVD RELEASE 
FOR THE WEEK OF SEPT. 6 
The Deer 
Hunter Legacy 
Series Edit10n 
The film that garnered Christo-
pher"More Cowbell"Walken his 
Oscar for Best Supporting Actor gets 
a snazzy two-disc set.The moral to 
be learned from this fine film? Russ-
ian Roulette is a sad game. 
; Closure - it's not just for pathetic stalkers anymore .. I 
ti 
. WEEKEND MOVIE RELEASES 
Transporter 2 
Director: Louis Leterrier 
• 
• Today I would like to examine 
"' a little thing called closure. I never 
• used to believe in this' phenome-
a nal thing - or its effects on a 
.. 
t love-struck goofball. 
,,. I fondly remember thinking 
my high school boyfriend was a 
whacko for showing up at my 
\; ~ doorstep a year to the day of our 
' · break up to find "closure." Grant-
d he became a ~cho stalker 
after losing such a fabulous girl-
friend like myself, but I still 
thought it was weird that he need-
ed additional finality to the 
already-final "I'm breaking up 
with you" speech I issued a year 
earlier. 
Fast-forward six years and 
here I am, proud to say that clo-
sure is something everyone needs , 
- especi~ those who have 
NOT, JUST SEX 
DANADELAPI 
Newsr m Manager 
I . 
been head over heels for some-
one who barely knows they"re 
alive. Sadly, I fall into that last cat-
egory. 
Correction: I used to fall into 
that category - until I found clo-
sure. 
Let's examine: What exactly is 
closure and why is it so important 
in the "moving on" phase? And, 
more importantly, how does one 
garner such an elusive state ·of 
mind? 
First of all, closure is just that 
- a state of mind where you can 
officially close the book on a rela-
tionship, or fabricated relation-
ship, and finally move on to· some-
thing meaningful and substantial. 
Heck, something that is real. 
PLEASE SEE ACTION ON B7 
·Stars: Jason Statham, Alessan-
dro Gassman, Katie Nauta 
Underclassman 
Director.Marcos Siega 
Stars: Nick Cannon, Roselyn 
Sanchez, Shawn Ashmore 
A Sound of Thunder · 
Director. Peter Hyams 
Stars: Edward Bums, Ben Kings-
ley, Catherine McConnack 
MOVIES 
I e e Outrageous, uproarious Aristocrats 
could be comedy gem of the season 
Classy and crass, 
but.humor will 
strike sour note 
with some people 
WILLIAM GOSS 
Contributing Writer 
' The set-up is simple: A man 
walks into '· a talent agent's 
office, plugging his family act. 
The agent asks of what the act 
consists. After he describes the 
contents of the act, the aston-
ished agent asks, ''What do you 
guys call yourselves?" 
The man responds, "The 
Aristocrats." 
That's it. That is. the most 
elaborate and infamous joke in 
the world of comedy; one that 
has lived on since the days of 
vaudeville, behind the scenes, 
never to be perfo ed in front 
of an audience. 
While the joke itself may · 
seem pretty weak, it · all 
depends on who's telling it. 
The film's creators, ·Paul 
Provenza and Penri Jillette (Of 
the Penn & Teller ·comedy 
duo), gather today's finest 
comedians to dissect the joke 
and its legacy, while offering 
more than a few of their ver-
sions of it. As a result, The Aris-
tocrats is one of the filthiest 
and funniest films in years ... at 
least, for those on its wave-
length. , 
The reason the film stays 
fresh is because it doesn't run 
the joke into the ground 
(which would be quite the 
accomplishment with one this 
malleable). 
The comedians also delve 
into the dynamics of the joke, 
as well as the dynamics ·of 
The Aristocrats 
***** Director: Paul Provenza 
Stars: Nearly 100 comedians including 
George Carlin, Robin Williams, et. al. 
Starts tomorrow at The Enzian Theater 
modern comedy - whose toes 
to step on, which boundaries 
change and how each per-
former makes the joke their 
own. 
The cast is a veritable who's 
who of great comedians. From 
Phyllis Diller and George Car-
lin. to Doug Stanhope and 
Sarah Silverman, the roster is 
too long to list )lere and is like-
ly to impress any viewer. 
While it's hard to pick high-
light1s in a film so suffocatingly 
hilarious, the most memorable 
segments include a silent-but-
deadly incarnation by a mime, 
Kevin Pollak's imitation of 
Christopher Walken telling the 
joke, the editorial staff of The 
Onion's battle to 'impi;ove' their 
take and the dark side of Bob 
· Saget (yes, ·that Bob Saget). 
A fraction of the audience 
walked out during this screen-
ing, which seems to mirror the 
overall reaction to the film. 
This film is not for those with 
delicate tastes. It is foul-
mouthed, disgusting, vile, 
obscene and so many kinds of 
wrong. This will probably limit 
its theatrical appeal (AMC 
Theatres has already refused to 
show the film), but this movie 
is destined to explode once it's 
on video. 
The Aristocrats is an excel-
lent documentary that man-
ages to drop jaws and open 
eyes at the same time, provid-
ing an in-depth, side-splitting 
look into the realm of the 
punchline. 
Aristocrats an "eaSy target" for MP AA, says director 
FROM BS 
rather blue." 
While many audience and critics have 
hailed the movie as a tour de force of 
laughter, many filmgoers have been 
· offended ·or appalled. 
"There was one woman at a press jun-
ket before the film was released who was 
very :upset over the things I said," Saget 
said. '~d Penn' and Paul basically had to 
say, 'You know Bob's not like that at all."' 
,/We don't judge anybody if they're 
6ffended, we're just having a good time," 
Provenza said. "We're not trying to be like 
Michael Moore and saying 'Now are you 
going to change your vote?' We're not try-
ing to be like Mel Gibson and make you 
feel great about our special imaginary 
friend. 
"We're very clear, if you can't handle 
the langtiage, we're not recommending 
you come.'' 
The film, which 'is unrated by the 
Motion Picture Association of America, 
has already been stifled at the theaters 
after AMC Theatres announced they 
would not show the film. 'rhe decision 
has upset the filmmakers, who argue that 
an unfair double ~tandard is being applied 
. to the movie. 
"Though it's justified because they're a 
private company, it's also based on 
hypocrisy because [AMC] showed Irre-
versible, 'which basically has a 15-minute 
scene of violent anal rape, so what about 
that?" asked Provenza. 
"We'rJ easy targets, we don't have a big 
studio so we can't throw our weight 
around." The film is distributed by Think-
Film, which specializes in independent 
and sometimes controversial produc-
tions. 
"It think [acceptance levels] sort of 
swings back and forth," Saget said. "Like 
in the 60s ·there was a lot more freedom 
with sex that doesn't exist today. Lan-
gliage has gotten pushed a bit farther and 
violence is way far out." 
And while The Aristocrats has neither 
sex nor violence, it does contain plenty of 
charged words. But it's a joke that many 
comedians have loved for years. Comedi-
an Buddy Hackett was noted as major fan 
of the joke.' 
"[Hackett] told it on the Tonight Show 
during a commercial and when they came 
back from commercial break [Johnny] 
Carson was just busting a gut for like four 
minutes trying to get his **** together," 
Provenza said. "It was absolutely hysteri-
cal. 
"There are many people who say it was 
Johnny's favorite ever." · 
Provenza and.(Penn were supposed to 
show the finished. film to Carson; but the 
' legendary entertainer died while the film 
was being screened at the Sundance· Film 
Festival. 
"I was surprised how deeply that 
aff~cted us," Provenza said. "Every come-
dian will say Johnny was just the biggest 
influence on their life." 
The Aristocrats makes its Orlando 
debut tomorrow at the Enzian Theater in 
Winter Park. Additionally, Bob Saget will 
be perforining live at the Orlando Improv 
Sept. 15-lZ 
for Hqspitality 
Employees 
• ~lO,Alf You Cao 
Drink f~tttlege 
Students 
Searching ~or a Sophisticated 
Fundraising Program? 
·Search no more. 
Call to find out how Florida Referral Network 
can get your sorority, fraternity, team, club 
or organization started today. 
~\ Contact Tracy Taylor for more information 
R .. , ,., Tel: (407) 566-2063 • (407) 697-6602 c1erra 
Network E-mail: tracy@tloridareferralnetwork.com 
Bring prdof of _~mpJo,~n or 
your.:eotrege ID and you've 
scored unlimited drinks until 
1 am! Plus boo~ your VIP table 
now - bottles o ·Bang! Vodka 
' are only $100! · 
• 
• 
• 
·• 
j 
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. . Papa Roach guitarist Horton 
. : opines on sobriety, society 
Band returns to Orlando, set to infest Hard Rock Saturday 
BRANDON BIELICH 
Staff Writer 
Papa Roach's weakness 
might be that they care too 
much, but that dedication to 
their music has helped keep 
them at the top of the music 
scene for the past several years. 
The band comes to Hard 
... Rock Live this Saturday. But it 
took some time for the band to 
reach the point of playing 
large-scale venues. 
Papa Roach guitarist Jerry 
Horton remembers the days 
when playing rock music was 
just a way to pass time. 
"I was just outta high 
school; the other guys were 
still in high school. There was 
nothing else to do in the town, 
so we just started playing," 
Horton recalls during a tele-
phone interview. 
That was 1993, in a small 
' . · Northern California town 
called Vacaville. It would take 
another seven years for the 
band to surface. But when Papa 
Roach fmally did, they infested 
Their · breakout release, 
. Infest, went triple-platinum 
with the single "Last Resort" 
, topping the charts. Lovehate-
tragedy hit two years later and 
met similar success. 
To the band, it feels like they 
have gotten away with murder 
' - which is aptly the title of 
their latest effort. ' 
Entering the studio with 30 
songs, Papa Roach had a clear 
goal for the new album. 
"We wanted to make a 
record that was more focused, 
and more in your face, than a 
previous record;' Horton said 
about writing the new album. 
"We wanted to write some 
songs that you could groove to 
... and still had that rock edge." 
Perhaps the most noticeable 
aspect o.f Getting Away with 
Murder is the increase in 
"singing" by vocalist Jacoby 
~ Shaddix, who branches off 
~ . . 
OLAF HEINE I PAPA ROACH 
Papa Roach guitarist Jerry Horton said their latest album, Getting Away with Murder, is more 
"focused" on song-writing than their previous works which focused on rap-metal style. 
from the previous "rap-metal" 
style to prove he can do more 
than just scream. 
There is also a turn from 
songs like "Last Resort" (on 
Infest), dealing with topics of 
suicide, to new songs like "Do 
or Die,'' .explaining how it is 
never too late to turn around. 
This comes with Shaddix 
publicly announcing his deci-
sion to go sober. As Horton 
explains, the dedsion has been 
met with open arms. 
"I think that it's defmitely 
positive. It kinda brings a new 
outlook on the way that he 
writes his lyrics and basically 
brings a message that, you 
know, you don't have to be a 
victim. That you can change 
your situation for the better if 
you really want to." 
Some fans have recently 
commented ·on the song 
"Tyranny of Normality," stating 
it is a political stand against our 
current state of government. 
But Horton wants to set the 
record straight. 
"I think 'Tyranny of Nor-
mality' is more of a social com-
,mentary," Horton said. "Not so 
much on the government, but 
just the society. American soci-
ety kinda gets complacent and 
they're fed certain things and 
they're okay with it. [It's] more 
to do with society than politi-
cal." 
Papa Roach has been tour-
ing since the release of Murder 
last August. After selling out 
the House of Blues in April, the 
band is ready to rock Orlando 
again. : 
"We love playing [here]. 
Florida didn't used to really be 
a state that we could go and 
[rock] out, but now, they've 
caught on and they're stickin' 
with us. We're definitely appre-
ciative," comments Horton. 
There is an old saying about 
even if the worid was to end, 
roaches . woUld still survive. 
Consider the ever-changing 
record industry a microcosm 
of the world, and you have 
Papa Roach - still infesting. 
B&bbY Valentino brings baek· 'real R&B' 
· Singer to perform 
with others at MGM 
I'' 
':"· Studios on Saturday 
BRANDON BIELICH 
Staff Writer 
He first broke out with the 
chart-topping single "Slow 
• Down." He can now be heard 
• (and seen) "Pimpin' All Over 
the World" with Ludacris. His 
name is Bobby Valentino. 
Unbeknownst to many, it is 
not just his smooth singing . 
, voice that separates Valentino, 
who will be preforming at the 
- Tpm Joyner Family Reunion at 
·.,, the Disney-MGM Studios Sat-
~ U'.rday, from the rest of his col-
-"" leagues. It is time to "slow 
') down" and get to know Mr. 
Bobby Valentino. 
The story begins in Atlanta, 
Ga; a popular ·harbor for many 
. . ~ 
mus1c1ans. 
"[Atlanta hasJ a great music 
scene .... Everywhere you go, you 
will see a studio somewhere; 
whether it be in somebody's 
house or in a building;' Valenti-
~o s~d in a re'tfnt telephone 
mterview. 
It is here where Valentino 
.... ca{.\gl:lt the eye of successful rap-
per and independent record 
label owner Ludacris. 
"I had like two or three 
albums worth of material I got 
over to Ludacris and the rest is 
history," explains Valentino 
about meeting Ludacris. 
Ludacris signed Valentino to 
his Disturbing Tha Peace label, 
making him the first rhythm 
and blues singer on the label. 
"It feels good because of the 
[notoriety]; there's gonna be a 
lot of time put into me, and 
there's a lot of effort and inter-
est," Valentino said of his 
achievement. "Whenever 
you're the first to be anything or 
anywhere, people are gonna 
look at you and kinda make sure 
things are in the right order and 
in the right perspective." 
Although, before meeting 
Ludacris, Valentino had other 
goals he wanted to achieve. In 
2003, he gradu:,ited from Clark 
Atlanta University with a 
degree in mass communica-
tions; an accomplishment many 
musicians never reach. 
The· university originally 
offered Valentino a scholarship 
for the music program, but he 
later declined after it became 
more than he expected 
"You know, it was a .Jot of 
time; [it required] music as my 
major, it was just too hard So I 
started to get uninterested in 
what they were talking about, 
[and] just changed my major;' 
comments Valentino. 
Yet, upon graduation, 
Valentino knew deep down he 
still wanted to pursue a career 
in music. 
"I love singing, I love enter-
taining. I've always wanted to be 
a singer," he said 
That desire and dedication is 
evident on his self-titled debut 
album. Drawing from his influ-
ences of Marvin Gaye, Stevie 
Wonder, Prince and others, 
Valentino aims to bring back 
"the real R&B." 
With "Slow' Down" reaching 
No. 1 on the Billboard 
R&B/Hip-Hop chart, it appears 
the fans embrace his- classic 
R&Bstyle. 
For Valentino, the success is 
overwhelming. He is grateful 
for all the fan support but 
humbly admits, "When they 
stop [screaming] that means I'm 
doing something wrong." 
Fortunately for Valentino, 
there is no indication of his pop-
ularity dying down anytime 
soon. He plans to fmish out the 
year touring and hopes to take 
on a career in Hollywood. 
Pick up the self-titled album, 
Bobby Valentino, available in 
stores everywhere on Island 
Def Jam records. 
;:r Action necessary evil to win game of love 
FROM, BS 
Trust me, harboring unrequited 
feelings for the oblivious boy 
you've known for two years 
does not mean you have a rela-
tionship with him. 
The worst part about not 
having ,closure is that subcon-
seiously you, thc:r lovesick puppy -
· dog, cannot move on. You say 
that you're over them and look-
ing for something new, but 
you're not 
Deep down you are waiting 
for that Brad Pitt look-alike to 
turn to you and say "You're the 
• one,'' "I love you," "Marry me," "I 
was stupid for looking past you 
• all these years and I realize that 
there is no one better out there 
.. than you." 
Keep dreaming. If it hasn't . 
happened yet, it ever will. And 
how often does a complete 
stranger ask another complete 
stranger to marry them? 
So I figure i,t is time to step up 
to the plate, and either swing or 
• get off the team The only way 
you can actually achieve that 
Zen-like sta):e of closure is to 
open up that little box of 
courage and go out there and 
grab it You know all those day-
dreams you have about walking 
up to your crush and telling him 
in some movie-like moment that 
he's the only one for you? Do it. , 
OK, don't do that exactly 
because next week I will have to 
write about girls who drown 
themselves in Ben & Jerry's 
because they realize movies 
aren't real. 
But seriously, taking the step 
to even ask the object of your 
affection h~w they ft!el is a step 
in the rig~ direction. And it 
stops you from making voodoo 
dolls of all the girls he hangs out 
with. 
Closure cannot happen with-
out action. so take some sort of 
action. Whet11.er it be actually 
growing the guts to say hello to 
the person you have been gush-
ing over from afar, or grabbing 
the bull by the horns and actual-
ly asking why a real relationship 
never developed between the 
two of you, take the chance to 
fmdout 
Think of this this way: If it 
goes· over well, you get a new 
relationship to embark on. If it 
goes sour, you can join me in the 
peaceful state of closure. 
Just think of all the single fun 
you can have once you stop 
holding out for someone who is · 
clearly not holding out for you. 
Dana Oelapib n be reached at 
newsroom@UCFnews.com 
Friday, September 2od 
6-9pm: Games and Activities 
9:1 Spm: Live Concert* 
Seminole Town Center 
Center Court 
Saturday, September 3rd 
6-9pm: Games and Activities· 
9:15pm: Live Concert* 
Florida Mall 
Sak's Fifth Avenue Center Court 
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100 Help Wanted: General 
125 Help Wanted: Part-nme 
150 HelpWanted:Full-Time 
175 Business Opportunities 
200 For Rent: Homes 
350 For Sale: Homes 
375 For Sale: Pets 
400 Services 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue WCAL 
$8 
ss 
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ss 
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Sl6 5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue First issue: 
225 For Rent: Apartments 
250 Roommates 
275 Sublease 
300 For Sale: General 
325 For Sale: Automotive 
BARTENDERS WANlfED. 
$300 a day potential. No Experience 
Necessary. Training Provided. 
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107. 
JNR Adjustment Company has available 
positions for immediate hiring. We are 
looking for energetic, self-motivated 
individuals in the collections and claims 
industry. The position is based on hourly 
rate together with commission structure. 
We will train, experience is a plus. Email 
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax 
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal 
interview. · 
Courtesy/Security Officer positions 
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses 
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay 
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area. 
Good Transportation a must. Fax 
inquiries to 407-658-6103 
View all classifieds online anytime 
at www.UCFnews.com! 
500 Events OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS PAYMENT METHODS 525 Events: Greek Life 
550 Events: UCF 
600 Travel 
700 Worship 
3361 Rouse Road #200 
Orlando, FL 32817 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 200 
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A Cash, Check, Mastercard 
VISA, AMEX, Discover 
800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted 
999 Lost & Found (407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com 
Airport Customer Service Reps 
" Beeline Ground Transportation is 
seeking individuals focused on providing 
exceptional customer service to fill pt, ft, 
and seasonal positions at OJA. Interested 
applicants should be driven, have a great 
personality, enjoy working w/ people, and 
avail to work flex shifts. Hourly paid 
position plus commission. 
Call 407-438-3969. 
Delivery & warehouse for coffee products 
co in Maitland. Detail and customer 
service oriented. Lift up to 50 lbs. 
Call Mon-Fri, 9-12. 407-786-1118. 
Office Supply Company Seeking High 
Energy Self Motivated Sales Team. 
$50/account. Flexible Hrs. 
Contact Meredith@ 407-281-9901 
Nanny needed for one child. 20 hrs/wk. 
Good $$. Must love kids. Preferably 
Education Major. 
Call Sam@ 407-228-6699 
Immediate opening for full, part time, 
and on call team members. Work in 
nearby Winter Park in a spectacular 
country club setting. We need 
individuals with positive attitudes and 
professional demeanors to be banquet 
servers, bartenders, servers, and 
server assistants, outside services and 
ground staff. We offer competitive 
salary and benefits include: free meals, 
tuition reimbursement, complimentary 
monday golf, and full-time health 
benefits. 
Interlachen Country Club 
2245 Interlachen Court 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
phone:407-6S7-0850 
fax: 407-657-5037 
cnaples@interlachenccfl.com 
Sears in Fashion Square Mall now hiring 
for loss prevention and commission 
sales. PIT only. M/F Apply online at 
www.sears.com or in-store. EOE 
If you ars a morning person, are clean 
cut, friendly, hard working with a great 
attitude and need a good job, apply 
inside the Cingular bldg, 
12150 Research Pkwy at Nature's Table 
Cafe. 6 and 7:30 a.m. shifts available. 
Apply M-F 2-5. Ask for Camille 
The UCF Men's Basketball Team is 
currently looking for a Team Manager to 
' assist the basketball team during 
practices ·and games. If you are 
interested, please contact: 
John Whitford at (407) 823-1753. 
SAUCY BELLA Now Hiring cooks, 
servers, food runners and cashiers. 
We're looking for high energy, 
aggressive individuals to help launch our 
new location at 1700 W. Sand Lake Rd. 
Ste. D-124. 407-857-1141 
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM 
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando. 
100% FREE to join. 
click pn Surveys. 
Experienced Dishwasher Wanted 
must be able to work from monday-friday ' 
from 2pm-10pm 
Call Boon @ 407-947-2420 
Women ages 21-30 you can help make 
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed 
to help women who are waiting to 
become moms. 6-week process, 
$3,000 compensation. 
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909 
Medical Sales- Be a part of one of the 50 
Fastest Growing companies in Si licon 
Valley. The ideal candidate is a College 
senior seeking a care.er in Medical 
Equipment Sales. The position is a part-
time field salesperson developing 
relationships between doctors of various 
specialties in Orlando, Gainesville, and 
Ocala. The position pays $10/hour plus 
gas and cell allowance plus lucrative 
performance bonuses. If you are a 
motivated self-starter that wants to give 
your career a Jump Start, email your 
cover letter and resume to 
mdel)ker@arthrocare.com. 
Clean cut, dependable vehicle. F?T/FT 
Average $400 weekly. 407-423-1.055 
PIT Doggy Daycare Position. 
Must Love Dogs. 
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus! 
***www.dogd;iyatternoon.net*** 
Call 407-628-3844. 
Part-Time Nanny 
to help mother w/ after school activities 
and homework for three children ages 
1-6. Early education, speech or a 
communication major is a BIG plus- Love 
of working with children is a must. Hrs-
weekday afternoons, some night hrs, flex. 
MICROSOFT BRAND REPS f':JEEDED! 
Creative mktg or comm. major for 
exciting on-campus guerrilla mktg, PR & 
events! Great for resume, $1000 
STIPEND or new TABLET PC, plus 
performance incentives! Send a resume 
_to campusreps@hotmail.com! 
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for 
energetic and outgoing people. 
Flexible hours. Apply in person. 
433 N. Mills Ave. inside the YMCA 
Mothers Helper Needed 
Weekday afternoons to help mom with 
four kids, homework and activities. 
Elemer:itary Ed Major a plus. Pay plus 
tolls. Please call Jennifer or David at 
4'07-324-7793 ior more information. 1 
Nanny/Personal Assistant for school-
aged children. PT/FT, flex schedule. 
Must have reliable car. Live-out only, 
Winter Park area. Exp only, $10/hr. 
Must give 1 yr commitment. 
Contact 407-925-5218. 
ALTERNATIVE SALES GIG 
No Boss. No Timesheets. No dresscode. 
visit www.RightBrainTerrain.com 
click on "STUDENTS" for info. 
Customer Service Reps PT 
No exp. necessary but always a plus. 
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type 
at ample speed. Located near 
Orlando Intl. Airport. Flexible 
schedule + great pay. AM/PM 
positions available. Call Jon 
@ 407-243·6150 ext 2168 
or e-mail: jnieves@gosafco.com 
Cheerleading or Gymnastics coach. 
Reliable transportation. Excellent pay. 
Experienc~d with ages 2-12. 
Call Robin @ 386-753-0772 
-----. -... . ------------------ ·:- 1 
You Can Get a Future \v1th 
, L • I 
Massey Services is one of our nation's largest and most respected service 
companies. With over I S0,000 customers in Florida and Georgia, and we're 
experiencing tremendous growth. 
Massey Services is ·one of the best career opportunities in America. 
• Management 
•Sales 
•Lawn/Pest Techs 
• Customer Service 
Massey Services is the industry leader in residential and commercial Pest 
Prevention, Termite.Protection, and Lawn, Tree and Shrub Care. 
• Jr. Manager 
Trainees 
• Reporting Assistant • Accounting 
(Part-time) 
We seek motivated Team Members with a great image, personal integrity, 
excellent communication skills, and the ability and desire to learn how to 
provide GREAT SERVICE. 
Please call Elizabeth Grimsrud, Director of Recruiting, at 407-645-2500· 
for a confidential interview. You may fax your resume to 407-645-1027. 
Competitive Compensation, Medical, Dental and Life Insurance, Paid Vacation, 
Holidays, 40l(k) Retirement Plan, Paid Training at "Massey University," 
~ Promotional Opportunities from Within, coripany Vehicle (specifi_c positions) 
Each addl issue: s10 
• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
• Ad optiorrs, upgrades, and additional discounts available 
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues 
·Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs 
; Classified ads also viewable on line 24 hours a day 
Kid~ s Nite Out 
Now hiring professional caregivers, who love children 
and need flexible hours. We especially need caregivers 
for SeptetKber 2, and weekends in October for group children's 
events. Call 407-828-0920 ext. 0 for interview. 
BEST ·p ART-TIME 
JOB IN .ORLANDO 
PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN THIS 
HAPPENS, ORDINARY PEOPLE 
DO EXTRAORDINARY TIUNGS •••• 
Call for an interview at one of 
our two convenient locations: 
Orlando: 407-243-9400 
Winter Park: 407-673-9700 
www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando 
S.ecome part of the Levy Team! 
Levy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team 
members to join our family of passionate restau-
rateur~ at our Downtown Disney® locations! 
FULTON'S (RAB HOUSE 
•Servers 
•Host Staff 
WOLFGANG PUCK CAFE 
•Servers 
•Host Staff 
•Line Cooks 
PORTOBELLO YACHT CLUB 
•Servers 
•Lead Host/ess 
- APPLY iN PERSON DAILY -
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney 
l-4, exit 68. 
6200 International Drive 
Orlando, FL 32819 
Orlando's BIGGEST & BEST 
Water Theme Park 
is accepting applications 
for the following entry-level jobs: 
• Ride Operator 
• .Lifegua·rd 
•Food & Beverage: 
Cooks and Cashiers 
•Front Gate 
•Merchandise Cashier 
•Warehouse 
•Security 
Appy in person at the 
Human Resource,Department 
6200 International Drive 
Orlando, Fl 32819 
Or Call Melissa @ 407-354-2085 
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RECREATION AIDES, 
LIFEGUARDS, SWIM 
IN_STRUCTORS, ATHLETIC 
ASSISTANTS AND 
COUNTER SERVICE 
ATTENDANTS NEEDED! 
The· City of Oviedo Parks and Recre-
ation Department has available posi-
tions in all of the above categories. 
Must be 18 or older. (Lifeguards must 
be certified in CPR and Lifeguard 
Training; Instructors must be certified 
i~ CPR and WSI.) We.offer a competi-
tive wage and flexible schedule to 
work around classes. Free access to 
City facilities (gymnasium, fitness 
room, aquatic facilities, tennis, rac-
quetball and · basketball courts). To 
apply, visit www.cityofoviedo.net 
and dick on City Jobs, or apply in 
person to 'Human Resources· at City 
Hall, 400 Alexandria Blvd, Oviedo, Fl 
32765. 
10:30-2:30 M-F.Lunch Delivery Driver 
w/in a 5 mile radius of downtown area 
must be reliable, has own transportation 
(good part time money) 407-425-7814 
Barn Help· Wanted 
Responslble and Rellable 
Some experience w/ horses 
, Good Pay Call 407-489-7657 
Selling customer service representative 
needed for local insurance agency. ' 
· Bilingual a plus. 440 or 220 license 
preferred, but will help prepare for 
licensing if needed. Fax resumes to: 
John @ 407-277-3682 
Camp Counselors for after school 
program in Winter Springs. Experienced, 
Energetic and enthusiastic 407-496-0113 
Travel Sales Interns Wanted 
$1 O/hr plus commission, credit. 
1 ·800·821-2176 or 
gradvp@lnertlatours.com 
. c:::J-
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Part-Time Jobs are available 
through Career Services & 
Experiential Learning. 
For more information visit: 
www.csel.ucf.edu 
Marketing Student 3/4th yr wanted 
to assist mortgage comp. /adv/mktg 
programs. Flex hrs. Computer-ACT 
exp preferred. Call 407-832·3729 
FIZZ-FOCUS-FUEL GOOD 
Looking for serious individuals to market 
new energy drinkl This product' category 
did 8.8 billion last year! Visit our website 
www.fuelgoodenergy.com or call 
904-980-9212. 
lmit HELP WANTED: ~Full-Time 
Customer Service/Inside Sales 
FT M-F 9-6. Must be happy and 
intelligent: Good Communication arid 
Computer Skills. Fun place to work. 
401 K and health plan. Starting rate $8 
per hr. Resume to 407-679-1699 or 
Jobs@rewonline.com 
Silver Mine Subs 
Assistant Manager Position Available 
Opening and Closing shifts prior 
management exp. a plus apply in person 
at 12219 University Blvd. next to 
knightcorner bookstore 
Facility operations technician for large 
residential apartment complexes in the 
Lake Buena Vista area. Permanent, FIT. 
Excellent pay/benefits. 
Fax response to (407) 658-6103 
$750 WEEKLY SALARY! Mailing our 
promotional letters. 100% From home. 
Real Opportunity. FREE INFO! Call Now! 
(800)609-7089 24 hrs. 
4/2 cul de sac, lakefront, in Oviedo by 
UCF, washer/dryer included. Water 
purification system. Asking $1500/month 
Call 407-359-4356 
CYPRESS BEND/GATED 
Classy-2004/2-Story 
2800 Living SQFT. 
4BR-3& 1/2 Baths 
Master/400SQFT 
For Profess.Group or 
Students/Joint Lease 
Com.Pool-HS-Internet 
High Sp.lntern./All Appl. 
$1795. plus Utilities. 
Anette-407-716-0848 
· Add. Home nearby 
avail.in Regal Park 
Huge Master avail. $650.--
Leon: 407-334-6658 
Room For Rent· Male In 312 home 
10 min fr UCF campus. Close to VCC 
too, fenced back yard, cable/ 
roadrunner/ wireless, 2 car garage. 
w/d, $425 + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563 
Waterford Lakes 3/2/2 Home For Rent 
Great location (1/2 mile ffom Waterford 
Shopping Center) in Crystal Bay 
subdivision off Mark Twain Blvd and 
Alafaya. Built in 1998 w/ alarm system, 
access to comm pool and recre11tion. 
Huge master bdrm w/ his and hers sinks, 
walk-in closets, pets ok, great neighbors. 
Avail Sept 30th. $1295/mo. ·Call to 
schedule appointment at 407.-509-3030 
or email me at luckyroll2@aol.com. 
TALL, STRONG ENERGY 
DRINK SEEKS 
Cashier Wanted 
Must be Mature with 2 year experience. 
Call Shammy Island Car Wash 
For interview@ 407-758-9052 
Waterford Lakes Lease option.Golf 
Course Commun. home. 4/2. Use of 
Community Pooll Call (850) 339-5026 
· or (407) 281-4295. 
bright, outgoing, energetic.person 
for good times around town. Must 
Executive Search Firm 
is looking for an ADMINISTRATIVE 
enjoy meeting new people. 
Knowledge of local geography, a 
clean driving record and a passion 
for life required. Bilingual a plus. 
, ASSISTANT with great clerical and 
people skills. Must be familiar working in 
a windows environment, word, excel, act, 
& outlook. Great Stepping stone for 
hospitaliW and HR career. If you are 
outgoing, dynamic, multitasker, with a 
,great personality, please send us your 
- Become a member of the Orlando 
Mobile Energy Team. As part of 
the team, you'll seek out people in 
need of energy and introduce them 
resume. Fax: 407-679-0998 or 
e mail: resume@careerchoice.cc 
Avalon Park. 
Timber Creek 
Upscale 2 Story-Home 
Just built in July 05 
5 BRs, 3 full Baths 
Luxurious Master $500.·-
I 
to benefits of Red Bull. 
If interested in joining the 
Red Bull team, apply at 
www.recruit.redbullmet.com. 
Red Bull' 
~~ 
ENERGY DRINK 
' 
SALES 
we will train you to sell services to small 
businesses. appointments pre set. east 
orlando. salary plus commission. 
407-382-6658 
Front Desk Assistant needed for apt. 
complex' in Lake Buena Vista. Full-Time, 
great pay .and benefits. Fax resume or 
inquiry to 407-.938-9057 
IF YOI WANT TO HUR 
"YOU'RE HIRED'~ 
JOIN EVERYONE AT THE 
Reg. BRs $375 + Util. 
High Sp.lntern./All Appl. 
3 Rooms Left ($375) 
For Prefess.Group or 
Students to Join in 
Anette: 407 -716-0848 
Add. Big Homes avail.nearby 
Leon: 407-334-6658 
Emplovment Prep Fairl 
Wednesday, September 7, 2005 
12:00pm.- 4:30pm 
Studen~ Union, Pegasus Ballroom 
FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST 
SPEAKER: 
~Pat Williams 
Sr. Vice President, Orlando· Magic 
"Character Counts: Achieving Professional Success 
without Sacrificing your Values" 
Listen and talk with over 20 employers about: 
Job Search Techniques & Strategies 
Resume & Interview Preparation 
The Art of Negotiaiing for a Job 
One-on-One COACHING SESSIONS on 
Building Your Resume AND Interviewing Like a Pro/ 
(Business Casual Dress Recommended) 
*Advanced registration required, call 407-823-2361.or csel@mail.ucf.edu 
Student Resource Center, Bldg. 7F, Room 185 . 
:'c:.. u· c· F CAREER SERVICES & WJ EXPBRIENT~ LEARNING 
A Division of Academic Affalra 
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our 
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or 
contact us at 407-629·6330. 
RE/MAX 200 Realty 
Apartment avail In The Club at 
Orlando! 212 Includes cable, w/d, 
water, and security. $900/mo . . 
407·340·8825 or 407·249-7035 
2/2 Condo close to 408 & downtown. 
$1100/mo incl water, cable, most 
electric. Call owner 321-662-66:11. 
FREE RENT (no bills at all) in upscale 
College Park • In exchange 20hrs/wk 
child care. Private studio, flexible 
hours. exc ref req. UCF students 
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-202.1 
· or 407-694·1045 
1 room avail in a spacious pool 
house, Excellent neighborhood, 5 
min. from UCF." Must see to 
appreciate. W/D, Everything 
Included. $550/mo. 
Call 321-662-1515. 
Apartment for Rent 
212 $710/month, 4/2 $750/ month. Water. 
cable, local phone, 'included. Super close 
to UCF call 407-380-6000 ask for Rachel 
2 rooms available In 3/2 home. 2 min 
from UCF and Valencia. In the Dean 
road area. all utilities included plus 
satellite and DSL. $400-500/month 
Call Hassan@ 407-575-5133 
F studen,t looking for 2 F roommates to 
share a 4/3 house. 1 bdrm furnished w/ 
bed, nightstand & desk. 1 unfurnished 
bdrm. Great location: behind UCF. Nice, 
quiet neighborhood. Ample bdrms w/ 
walk-in closets. N/S, N/P. New w/d to 
share. $500 per month incl. utilities. 
ASAP. Contact Natalia at (407) 782-2375 
or naty1 ~84@yahoo.com · 
1 Room for Rent in 4/2 Lake front home, 
$450/mo. Includes full utilities, fully 
furnished. Located in Casselberry (15 
min away). Contact Matthew 
310-525-0064 or quadrun16@aol.com 
Grad/Undergrad, M/F Student 
wanted for furnished BDRM In 3 
bdrm home on lake, 6 mins from 
UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll, n/s, no pets, 
·sec sys, pool & tennis. Call 
407-832-8160 or 239-461-5101 or 
239-633-9400. 
Roommate to share 3/2 house, 2 mi. 
from UCF, furnished except bdrm. Incl. 
full kitchen, Internet/cable. No pets. 
$500/mo. 407-929-6598 or 
branks99@yahoo.com 
Furnished room, nice home near UCF. 
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets 
$450/month & share utilities. 
Call 407-277-7080 
Avalon Park 
Timber Creek 
Upscale.2 Story-Home 
Just built in July 05 
5 BRs, 3 full Baths 
Luxurious Master $500.--
Reg. BRs $375 + Util. 
High Sp.lntern./All Appl. 
3 Rooms Left ($375) 
For Profess.Group or 
Students to Join in 
Anette: 407-716-0848 
Add. Big Homes avail.nearby 
Leon: 407-334-6658 
Rooms In new house. Fully furn, 
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool 
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. 
Female only. All utll Incl. $600/mo. 
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291. 
Room for rent in 3 br I 2 bth house. 
Fenced in yard. Pets allowed. 
Call (407) 716 - 0713 
for more information. 
UCF Area Home 
2 Furn rms & shared bath avail. $400/mo 
incl util. No lease. Non-refundable $100 
security dep. Call 407-232·1i!02 (cell) 
407-380-4892 (work) 
5 min to UCF, great location, one room in 
a 3/2, fenced in yard, new appliances. 
$375 + 1/3 utilities. Available now! 
Call 561-951-6552 or 321-297-7293 
SKI LAKE HOUSE- 4 MILES TO UCF 
Ski, wa1<eboard, jetski, beach volleyball. 
Big 5/2.5 FURNISHED house w/heated 
pool. 2 Housemates wanted- $800/mo + 
1/3 utilities each. 407-673-5600 
Female Roommates Wanted 
3/1 UCF area home. $280/mo. Furnished. 
Call 407-273-9045 or 407-497-2638 
2 rooms avail in 4/2 home 2 mins from 
UCF/Dean Rd area. Huge back porch 
overlooking pond. $425/mo + 1/4 util. 
Avail now. Call Justin,(407) 489-8127 
Female roommate a.s.a.p. Organized, 
·friendly, non smoker, fully furnished 
bedroom in 4/2.5 house, 3 min from 
UCF. $425 +split utilities. Includes 
internet. Call Anne Marie 954-854-0553 
Roommate wanted. 3/2 Waterford Lakes 
home. Phone, cable, utilities included.No 
pets. $600/month. Contact Ryan 
@ 407-384-61 ()9 or 407-694-8986 
2 Rooms for Rent -Sept. 3, 2005 
New, clean Waterford Lakes Home 
Quiet, utilities included. Starts at 
$500 per room. Call Carl 407-538-331H 
$425 W/ LEASE. 2 bdrms ava~. cable, 
w/d, deck w/ grill, util incl. Furn 4/2 home, 
1 O min from UCF. Rent 2 semesters 
(yrly- w/ discount). can Mike @ 
941-812-5120 or 941-795-3008. 
Multiples rooms .for rent! 
Responsible roommates needed. 
Corner of Lake Underhill and 436. 
$500/mo, all utllltles Included. 
Call Andrew at 321-432-3720 
. 1 Room Avail. In 312 House. 
$500/mo Includes all utlllties, cable, 
lntarnet access, W/D, community 
pool, and tennis courts. For more 
Info call Bobby at 407-973-4751 
Female roommate in upper middle class 
. 3/2 home. Clean, nonsmoker. Near 
Univ. and Goldenrod. Includes lawn and 
pool maint. $500/mo plus 1 /3 utilities. 
Call 407-493-4001 
Place your ad In minutes! Call 
us at 407-447-4555 ore-mall your 
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com 
View all classifieds onllne anytime 
at www.UCFnews.cr1 
. 
HEATHER GLEN CROSSWORD 
Skedaddle 
ACROSS 
1 . Memorable 
time 
34. Undies item 
35. Begin 
36. Dedicated to 
4. Ostrichlike 
bird 
37. Grape drink 
38. Steal 
7. Female pro-
noun 
44. Sir Geraint's 
wife 
10. Sugarcane 45. Exigency 
liquor 46. Musical per-
ception 11. Compact __ 
13. Sound 49. Gripping 
device 15. Ribbed fabric 
16. Likewise 50. Confront 
17. Partly open, 51. River, 
in Seville as a door 
18. Hank Aaron 
21. Nautical call 
52. Song sylla-
bles 
23. Sticky materi- 53. One 
al 
24. Thick soup 
. of seven 
5'4. Circle 
26. Lily --
27. Exist DOWN 
30. Tropical bean 1. Prove human 
33. __ out 
(barely make) 
2. Be sorry 
about 
GYP.RESS BENDiGATED 
Classy-2004/2-Story 
2800 Living SQFT. 
4BR-3& 1/2 Baths 
Master/400SQFT 
For Profess.Group or 
Students/Joint Lease 
Com.Pool-HS-Internet 
High Sp.lntern./All Appl. 
$1795. plus Utilities. 
Anette-407-716-0848 
Add. Home nearby 
avail.in Regal Park 
Huge Master avail. $650.--
Leon: 407-334-6658 
Apartment available in 4/2 in Pegasus 
Pointe.Females only. Living room and 
balcony. 1 Month Free. $470/month. 
407-566-8244 
Looking for F to share 3/3 in Pegasus 
Landing. 1 BR w/ private bath. Avail 
ASAP. No move-in! $535/Mo includes 
util. Call Meagan @ 386-679-8324 
Pegasus Pointe. Looking for M/F to 
share fully furnished 212 with 
Female. Private bath. $550/Mo. 
includes all utilities, cable, HBO, 
internet. Available immediately. Call 
321-663-0953. . 
Male roommate needed for sublease in 
4/2.5 @ University House Alafaya close 
to UCF. Sept rent-free, then $465/Mo 
includes all utilities. Free shuttle to UCF. 
Call D.J. 352-408-1829. 
Bed & Ba avail. ASAP @ Univ. House. 
Fully furnished. $490/mo. incl. util. & 
UCF shuttle. Lease ends Aug. '06. Call 
Erika @ 302-745-4534. 
Pegasus Connection Room · 
Bed & ba avail in 212. 1st month free, 
no move-in fees or sec dep. 
Call 850-819-4994 for more Info. 
[r:m FOR SALE: ~General 
Computer desk and chair for sale $50. 
30/30 and 18 inches deep. 
Call 407-365-4699 or 407-716-9493 
LAPTOPS-- DELL LATITUDE + IBM 
BACK TO CLASS SPECIAL!! NEAR 
UCF. Refurbished to like new condition. 
Loaded!I 90 day warranty. Wireless 
WIFI, P3 and P4. Available in stock. 
Start at $399. EBAY Silver Power Seller. 
407-737-9302 sales@icomstrategies.com 
Queen Size Bed 
$90 Simmons Beauty Rest; box spring 
and mattress, very good condition. I have 
several. Sea World Area. 407-616-9575 
21 Inch IBM monitors 
Quantity three 
Features Sony Trinitron tubes pt. 24 
$175 each Call 321-303-3274 
IMAC Computer For sale 
OS9 & OSX CD's. 256MB . Excellent 
condition. Includes MAC Microsoft 
office, Epson 740 printer, and 4 port 
hub. $350 or negotiable. Cash only! 
Call 407-375-8122 
ITEMS MUST GOI 
55" Mitsubishi HDTV w/side hutch $1800 
obo; sectional sofa $600 obo; like ~ew 
Admiral washer & dryer $700 obo; dark 
bamboo style coffee table $300 obo; 
dark style bamboo sofa table $300 obo; 
glass 4-person dining room table $400 
obo. Call 407) 491-6671 or email 
pinpointws@aol.com 
Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 cents! 
Fantasy/Sci-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art 
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows, 
Bracelets, Purses. 
www.Harrington-Artwerkes.com 
Two brand new black futon chairs 
with black and sliver end tables, 
$150.00. One blue futon 
couch/bed w/black frame, $75. 
Sony Hl·FI Stereo VCR, $50. 
Must sell! Call 407-709-5098. 
Plllowtop Mattress Sets 
Brand New Orthopedics. Never used • 
Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full 
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can 
Deliver! Call Philip @ (407) 846-8822 
Quality Wholesale Bedding 
Heather Glen 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedrooms 
ASK ABOUT 
OUR SPECIALS! 
407-657-0011 
3. Greek jars 
4. Gouda's 
kin 
5. 5,280 feet 
6. WWII ally 
7. Plumed 
hat 
8. Certain · 
Muslim 
9. Vigor 
12. Mountain 
· lion 
14. Joule's kin 
19. __ arld 
terminer 
20. Difficult sit-
uation 
21. Church 
section 
22. Twain's 
Finn 
25. Nudge 
26. "Harper 
Valley 
27. Flawed 
protagonist 
28. Leash 
29. Marine 
eagle 
31. Purposeful 
trip 
32. Certain 
amphibian 
36. Dinis 
38. Accelerate 
in neutral 
39. Complete 
entity 
· 40. Unless, 
to Nero 
41. Votes 
in favor 
42. Used to be-
43. View 
47. Make 
-.. 
' ~ 
. l 
known .. 
48. Burglarize t 
I. 
• 1• 
Washer and Dryer Set . • : r 
$200 for the set • ~ 
$175 Dryer/$50 Washer (if sold separate) , 
Brand New Dryer! Call 321 -303-3274 • · 
. ' 
Soloflex Bench • • " 
w/bar and weight bands $299 will 
deliver to campus or w/ln 5 miles 
Call 407-257-3684 
1994 Honda Civic EX four door. 
133,000 mi. $2995. Call 386-451-8339 .. 
2002 F250 Ford Cargo Van. Power 
windows,locks,all windows. 32,000 miles. f 
asking $13,500. and 1989 Mazda MX6, !. 
all electric. $900 Call 407-716-5977 
2000 Gold Nissan Altima GXE 
83,000 miles, $7,500 obo 
Call 386-747-597:i or 407-679-6445 
.. 
f 
UCF Area Homes Fpr Sale , 
Call for free !1st of homes In the UCF 1 
area. We specialize. in finding UCF 
students their first home, for free. J. 
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mark 
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· i 
M or.F Roommate Wanted & 
Room fqr rent in 3/2 home in Ashington 1 
Park. 3 miles from UCF. $525/mo incl l 
all util and wireless internet. l 
Call 407-207-8523. ~ 
( 
I 
l 
I 
!· 
NEED A LAWYER? All Criminal Defense , 
& Personal Injury. *Felonies *Domestic 
Violence *Misdemeanors 'DUI *Traffic 
*Auto Accident 'Wrongful Death. "Protect 
Your Rights" A-A-A Attorney Referral 
Service (800)733-5342. 
•••*$500-$50,000++ FREE CASH 
GRANTS! 2005! NEVER REPAY! 
Personal/Medical Bills, School, New 
Business-Home. As seen on T.V. NO 
CREDIT CHECK! Live Operators! (800)-
270-1213 ext.95. 
DEBT-FREE FUNDING 
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit. 
Sell your payments for structured 
settlements, business notes, receivables, 
private mortgages. and other income 
streams. Call today! (407)281-7841 
www.pegasusfinancing.com 
UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club 
.• 
t 
, 
Art, Sport, Self Defense . 
On campus for over 20 years and still ~ 
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now . · 
forming .. . NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM & 
W 6-8:00 PM in St1>1dent Resource ; 
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info, 
call Andreas at 407.-257-0306 or see http:- ,· 
//pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-butoucf/index.htm. ' 
Open House, Wed 8/31 & 
Wed 9/7 @ 7:00 PM 
Spring Break 2006 with Student 
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico, 
Bahamas and Florida. Are you 
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash & 
Travel Freel Call for group discounts. 
Info/Reservations 800-648·4849 
www.ststravel.com. 
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LABOR DAY SAVI OSI 
Top Quality Meat & Produce Everyday! 
Pork 
Spare 
Rihs 
Boneless Beef 
London 
Broil Steak 
1 -. -::~ '. 'l 
-~~ 
· Good Day 
Ice Cream 
s qt. Pail, · 
Select Varieties 39 
V , $'(5 an Camp's -
r,~~k and 3i . 
~for 
ea. 
Kraft 
Barbecue 
Sauce 
18 oz,, 
Select 't'ulatfes 
large 
Slicing 
Tomatoes 
Fresh 
Express 
Iceberg 
Garclen 
Salad 
1 lb .. Bag 
le Nature's 
Ice Water 
24-pk., 
20 oz. Bottles 
Lay's 
Potato Chips 
11 -12 oz., 
Select Varieties 
ea. 
RAIN CHEC~: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be Issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as soon as It becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers. 
AVAILABILITY: ~ach of these advertised items is required to be readily available for sale at or below the advertised price in eaph Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad. C> 2005 Extrem~lnc. Super Saver and the Super Saver logo are trademarks ?.\"ned by or licensed by Extreme Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Briefcase Full Of Porn 
see ENTERTAINMENT page llG 
Bush. Followed Everywhe~e 
. By Line Of· Baby Ducks 
see NftllON page 128 
Sopping Wet Panties 
Removed From Washer, 
Placed In Dryer 
. see omooRS page 90 
(:i 
•. 
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Miss Teen USA Seizes Crown, 
Declares Self Miss Teen USA .For Life, 
DAYTONA BEACH, FL-Moments after 
being crowned 1998 Miss Teen USA Sun-
day, Melissa Kenner, a 17-year-old Joplin, 
MO, high-school senior, used her new-
found power to purge the Teen l!SA gov-
ernment and install herself as supreme 
leader for life. · 
. . 
''.All hail Miss Teen USA," proclaimed 
Kenner, the 1997 Miss Teen Missouri, min-
utes after her ascension to the throne. "All 
hail the glorious new regime." 
• Employing a six-girl coalition to over-
throw the panel of celebrity judges, Ken-
ner firmly established herself as the. 
supreme power in Teen USA. "I am the 
prettiest," she said, declaring herself Miss 
Teen USA For Life. "I am also the sweet-
est." 
Re&plendent in a sh~mmering white 
evening gown and bedecked with the cov-
eted Miss Teen USA tiara, Kenner tearful-
ly waved and smiled at onlookers as she 
Clutched a bouquet of roses, flanked by 
her. elite, machine-gup-wielding secret 
police, the Revlon Guard. Mandatory- audi- ' 
ence applause was enforced with the 
threat of immediate execution. 
Kenner, who hopes to be a veterinarian 
one day because "I love horses so much," 
employed brutal for~e in estabiishing her 
military-style junta, seizing control of Teen 
see TIEN USA page 2 
Above right: ShorUy after winning the Miss Teen USA 
crown, Merissa Kenner brutally conso6dated power, 
executing pageant hosts Bob Goen and Shari 
Belafonte-Harper, among countless others. Rig1it 
Graves are dug at the site of a mass execution by 
Kenner's elite Revlon Guard. 
/ 
America -S~ll Searching For 
Funniest Home Video 
HOLLYWOOD-Even after 
15 years of tireless labor and a 
score of agonizing near-miss-· 
es, the staff at America's Fun-
niest Home Videos said Mon-
day that they do not intend to 
quit until they have found the 
nation's funniest home video. 
"It has been a very long 
search, but our job isn't done," 
said Tom Bergeron, the current 
host of the long-running ABC 
.show. "If we had set out to col-
. lect, catalog, and air ·some. of 
the funnier home videos in 
America, the show would be 
off , the air already. But every-
one involved agrees that, when 
we chose the word 'funniest,' 
we made a promise to our 
see VIDEO page 6 
Above: Bergeron, who is stl ~ 
for the ajtimate home video. 
Report: 
U.S. Foreign Policy 
Hurting American 
Students'-Chances Of 
Getting Laid Abroad 
AMSTERDAM-American students 
traveijng abroad confirm the findings of a 
study indicating that Washington's unilat-
eral approach to foreign policy has seri-: 
ously undermined 
AI:nericaris' chances 
of getting laid. 
"i've been in AI:ns-
terdam for two 
months and have yet 
to begin a conversa-
tion with a cute girl 
that hasn't ended in 
a lecture about how big, evil AI:nerica is 
taking everyone's oil,"°said college sopho-
more Brad ~ggs, a participant in Johns 
Hopkins Uaj.versity's study-abroad pro-
, gram. "I offer to buy them a drink, and 
they tell me I shouldn't just stand by and 
watch Bush destroy the world. Look, if I 
had that type of pull with the president, I 
obviously_ woul~'t be out trolling fot 
anonymous Dutch pussy." _ . 
The report, released Monday by the 
Center For U.S.-Intemational Casual Rela-
tions, was based on interviews with 
approximately 1,400 AI:nerican students 
returning from abroad. According to study 
director Gilbert Hapbrook, sexual contact 
between American students and foreign-
ers nas declined steadily since January 
2001. 
see FOREIGN POLICY page 6 
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. Horribly Awkward First Sexual · 
Encounter -'Worth The Wait' 
For Christian Newlyweds 
CHARLESTON, SC-John and Linda _ 
McCue, joined in holy matrimony Sunday 
before friends, family and their Lord at 
Holy Christ Almighty Lutheran Church, 
~aid the incredibly awkward wedding-
night consummation of their · 1ove was 
"well worth the wait." 
"I'm so glad we waited until we got mar-
ried-it made it so much more special," 
said the 26-year-old Linda, who ·is "pretty 
sure" John's penis pen,etrated her vaginal 
·"As with.millions of young 
newlyweds. who haven't yet 
had sex,'.' John said, '~there 
was some nervousness and 
confusion at first. But after 
a eouple of minutes; we. 
figured out that: it would be 
easier if Linda separated 
her legs to facilitate entry."· 
· opening during_ the brief, fumbling love-
making session. "I can't imagine what a 
letdown our first sexual experience would 
have been if we'd done it at some point 
during our five years of dating." 
John, 27, agreed. "As I prepared, sweat-
drenched and terror-struck, to insert my 
semi-erect penis into my . petrified new 
bride, I couldn't help but think what a pre-
cious, magical moment it was. Then, as 
Linda started to cry out from the anticipa-
tion of pain from the first-ever breaching_ 
of her tightly constricted vaginal walls, a 
tear of joy streamed down my cheek." 
According to the devout Lutherans, after 
retiring to their bridal suite at the 
Charleston Marriott East, Linda decided 
. to initiate the evening of romance and 
dread ,by excusing herself to the bath-
. room, where she spent "approximately an 
hour" changing into the floor-length cotton 
nightgown. she had purchased especially 
for the occasion. 
Recalled John: "When I saw Linda 
emerge from the bathroom, a vision in bil-
lowing, opaque cloth, her head and hands 
peeking tantalizingly from the tight collar . 
and cuffs, the moment we first feil in love 
came rushing back to me in a wave of ado-
ration and fear." . 
After an estimated. 45 minutes spent in 
prayer . and ·devotionals to· ensure the 
smoothest poss~ble act of coitus, John 
made sure the windows and doors were· all 
securely locked, and that all · window-
shades a:dd blinds were closed.· ~He then 
reached to his nightstand to turn out the 
lights "to contribute to the feeling of 
romance" and "because Linda refused to 
let me touch ~r nightgown until the room 
was completely dark." 
Trembling in giddy anticipation and 
fright, the longtime couple climbed under 
the sheets and blankets, where John took his 
place on top-of his blushing, sob~ing .bride. . 
"~With millions of young newlywe_ds 
who haven't yet had sex," John said, "there 
was some nervousness and confusion at 
first. But after a couple of minutes, we fig-
ured out that it would be easier· if ~inda 
separated her legs to facilitate .entcy." 
Penile in.section was somewhat compli-
cated by Jo:Qn's refusal to assist the navi-
gation process by touching himself-an 
act the Bible strictly prohibits-but a few 
more minutes · of unsteady s~ing ·and 
. jabbing enabled his penis to ·"almost cer-
tainly" enter ~inda. ' 
Having at last achieved probable sexual 
congress, the couple was brought to new 
heights of nervous, clumsy passion. ''As I _ 
ran my trembling _ha,nds over John's rigid 
shoulders," Linda said, "I said a prayer 
thanking our Lord Jesus for giVing us the 
strength to wait for this wonderful, fulfill- , 
ing m9ment. It certainly was every bit as 
· special as. Vd hoped." 
Added Linda: "I'm sure the first time 
isn't anywhere near as magical for si.11 
those young people w~o don;t save them- . 
selves for marriage. Now I know why God 
wante.d us to wait." 
As the sexual act wore on, Linda said it 
grew gloriously tolerable, . describing the 
experience as "endurable beyond my. 
wildest· dreams." 
"Toward the end," she said, "I was almost 
relaxed enough to enjoy myself, and then, 
of course, John ejaculated."Linda declined 
to elaborate on her new husband's sexual 
c~imax, but said, "I can definitely say that 
the encounter, which yesterday would 
have been an unforgiyable sin in the eyes 
of God, was noticeably pleasurable, and 
· probably even somewhat erotic in nature." 
John . agreed wholeheartedly, calling 
their wedding-night union"the most excit-
Above: NewlJJed· Christians John and ~a McCue. · 
ing minut~s· of my life.'1 Immediately after 
finishing, the newlyweds took turns show- · 
ering. · 
As for the future of the couple's sex life, 
John said he. is full of hope. "I'd like to 
maybe-try actually touching Linda's vagi-
na-with my hand ·at some point," he said. 
"Then again, I don't want to rush things. 
Also, I've heard that the vagina kind of 
smells ·bad." 
"I certainly hope the Lord will now bless 
us with a child after this wonderful night," 
Linda said. "If not, we may be forced to 
repeat this beautiful e~erience." tJJ 
TEENUSA&ompcel•- ---...-----------------------------------
trsA through swift, violent deployment of 
the Revlon Guard. 'fhe teen be~uty credit-
ed her success to "a bright smile, a positive 
attitude and a willingness to eliminate 
anyone who stands in my way." 
·Kenner's inner circle includes Miss Con-
geniality ~anda Rochlin of Connecticut . 
An 11th-hour attempt 
to reclaim power by 
·pageant' hosts B~b Goen and 
Shari Belafonte-Harper 
backfired, resulting in their · 
- on-air executio~ at 
Kenner's hands. 
and Salon Selectives' "Te~n With Style" 
winnerMissy Harris of Delaware. 
An tlth.:hour attempt to reclqim power 
by pageant hosts Bob Goen and Shari 
· - Belafonte-Harper backfired, resulting in 
their ·on-air execution at Kenner's hands. 
Cel~brity judges critically.wounded in the 
purge include Home Improvement's Zach-
ery 1Y Bryan, Mary Kay Cosmetics vice- 7 
president Andrea Iwerks ~nd Superstar 
Management CEO Albert Sloan. , 
· Ori Mo9day, Kenner declared martial 
law across Teen USA and unveiled the new . 
constitution of her regime. "The law will be 
dispensed by me, okay?'' she said. "Every-
body has to do what I say, when I say, as I 
see fit. Only the popular shall determine 
the fate of the masses." 
Among the original Miss Teen USA 
Pageant rules she has already repealed is 
the one barring pageant winners from dat-
ing during their term. "I shall date the boys . 
I ~sh, when I wish/' Keriner said. "But I 
will not-go to bed with them. I ain saving 
myself for the man I marry, because sex is 
more special when you wait." 
Though no formal diplomatic relations 
have beeil' established between the Teen 
· USA government and that of the U.S.,_ 
White House officials have expressed. a 
willingness to open a lin~ of dialogue wi~h 
the newly formed republic. When asked 
· what she would say if she could talk to Pres-
ident Clinton about one issue, Kenner said, 
"I would ask him to put more money into 
saving the environment, because, when you 
think about it, this is the only planet we've 
got, .and we need to make it a better place 
for our children to grow up in." 
Added Kenner: "All enemies of the state 
will be crushed." 
Kenner iJ?.tends to use her $150,000 in 
cash and prizes to "consolidate Teen USA's 
power into an unstoppable military jug- • 
gernaut." Her favorite movie is Titanic. tJJ 
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OPINION 
The Anti-SUV Movement 
DeCried as g~-guzzling road hazards, SUV s are also under fire for supporting 
terrorism by mcreasing U.S. dependence on Mideast oil. What do you think? 
. _ , "But what if I need my 
SUV for sporting or util-
. itating?" 
"Yes, the average U.S. 
automobile has·doubled 
in weight since 1990, 
but so has the average 
U.S. citizen." 
· ; ~ "Yesterday, I fljpped off a 
guy who was driving an 
SUV. See, I'm ,doing my 
p~ to save the world." 
INFOGRAPHIC 
TV Shows On DVD 
"I'm sorry, but I simply 
don't buy your argu-
m~nt that SUVs indi-
rectly put ~y dollars 
into the hands of al-
Qaeda via the Saudis. 
My Explorer}s so com-
fortable!"x 
. "I just feel bad for the 
SUVs, forced to live all · 
cooped· up in the city 
like that." 
"My purchase of a Hum-
mer was inspired by our 
1991 Gulf War victory. 
After this war, I'm buy-
ing an aircraft· carrier:" 
People are increasingly buying television 'Series on DVD instead of 
watching them on broadcast TV. Why? · -
Are stockpiling episodes of 
The OC to g~ve to grandchildren 
Six seasons of Sex And The City look 
great on otherwise empty bookshelf 
Subtitle option helps you lear.n 
French while watching Oz 
As Scientologist, was forced by 
· church to preorder Fat Actress 
Like watching George Jefferson in 
slow motion-don't know why,. just; do 
With DVD pause feature, easier to 
mastur~ate to autopsies on CS/ 
Nothing good on television 
'"" 
.,,. 
I ' 
COMMUNITY VOICES . 
I Have To Admit: I love The ·Nuts 
I'm a squirrel on the go. I've got trees to 
climb and streets to cross. If anybody asks 
what~keeps me going when squirrel duties 
pile up> I got one word for them: nuts! I 
know it's a stereo-
type that squirrels 
go crazy for nuts, 
but in my case, it's 
100 percent true. I 
make no apolo-
gies or excuses. 
Why should I? I 
fully admit that I 
love the nuts! 
By Danny The Squirrel 
Somebody once 
said the only thing 
I cared about was 
nµ~s. Hey, guilty as charged . .And what's 
wrong with that? Nuts never hurt any-
body-at least nobody in squirrel circles. 
Nuts are delicious! Just stuff a nut into 
your cheeks, chomp down, and .. unlock the 
nutty flavor~ Before you know it, you'll be 
like me-singing the praises of the savory 
goodness of nutty nuts. · - ' 
I'm not a strong-willed squirrel. If you 
take a can of nuts and dump them in your 
· backyard, you'd better belfove I'm gonna 
eat those nuts. I won't be polite about it, 
· ·either. I won't share them with the chip-
munks or the birds. No, I will behave like 
a fool to secure those nuts. I'll shove as 
many nuts in ' my. motitl1: as I can fit, and 
chew as fast as possible to make room for 
more nuts. If I have some leftover nuts, .I' ll 
bury them for later. And let me tell you: If 
I can't ftnd my nuts, there's going to be 
some frantic ·.chirping and running 
around, believe me. I don't care if passers-
by stop, point, and laugh' at my actions. 
Tuey can call me me all sorts of nut-loving 
· names. I won't stop until I find those nuts. 
You niight say, "Danny, what's the d-eal 
with the nuts? Don't you ever want to 
break out of the mold? Do something a lit-
tle less expected? Blaze a trail? Why do you 
just live by the old squirrel 'standards?" 
Well, I've got an answer. It's simple. 
Ready? Here it is:. I love nuts. Acorns in 
particular. 
But I love chestnuts, walnuts, and 
peanuts, too. I'm a nut nut! That's an old 
joke my dad told me when I was a little 
kid, and it's funny because· it's true. It may 
be a clicbe, but 1·go crazy for nuts. There's 
nothing I wouldn't do for nuts. I've been 
chased by dogs, cats, raccoons, and chil-
. dren while in pursuit of a luscious nut. 
·You'd think I had some sort of death wish, 
but that's just not the case. I don't kJ;iow. if 
there are nuts In heaven, so I'm . not 
looking to die. Believe me, I don't do this 
for the thrills. I do it for the nuts. 
Just so you don't get the wrong idea, 
eating nuts isn't all I do. I like to chase 
other squirrels up and down the trees. 1 
scramble madly up walls using my pre-
Acoms in .particular. 
hensile claws. Sometimes, I puff up my tail 
and charge at shadows. And, believe me, I 
do my share of dashing madly across tele-
phone wires. But when I need to recharge, 
there's only one thing that can satisfy my 
hunger. Nuts! And a lot of 'em! Oh, boy! 
Do you want to make good with me? 
Then you'd better bu~t out the nuts. That's 
the way to this squirrel's heart. Don't 
worry. You won't offend me if you assume 
that I eat nuts, because it's true. I do. So do -
all of my squirrel friends. 
Admittedly, I eat more than just nuts. 
There aren't always nuts around, so I 
make do. Once, I found a half-eaten candy 
· bar in the park. I was hungry, so I ate ,it. It 
was all right. But do you know what ~ould 
have made it better? Nut~. If you had put 
some almonds or peanuts in that candy 
bar, it would've really been something. But 
you know what would've been even 9et-
ter? If you took all, the candy out, and just 
left the nuts. 
Life is short if you're a squirrel. What 
do I have? Two, three years? I have to live 
life to the fullest. I don't want people say-
ing that I didn't take advantage of every 
opportunity that I had while I skittered 
around this. green earth. If, when I'm 
gone, you hear someone say, "That Dan-
ny, he was a good guy, .but he didn't eat 
many nuts," I insist you set them straight. 
You tell them that I loved nuts more than 
anything. 
Man, all. this talk of nuts is killing me. (iJ 
• . 
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popular military actions and dis- Acknowledging that a large-scale 
• ofinternational organizations have change in American foreign policy is 
tized world hostility toward the unlikely to occur before the end of the cur-apbrook said. "Instead of being rent semester, Hapbrook recommended ed with questions about Holly- three tactics for American students frus-
md requests to help hot young for- trated in their attempts to bed foreigners. 
:S practice their English, Americans "First, pretend you're Canadian whenev-
~ing openly scorned in European · er .you can,'' Hapbrook said. "But make 
. nd cafes. Data taken· from a poll of sure you're not around actual Canadians, 
ts in December 2004 showed that because they'll know you're lying and 
disma~ 11 percent had achieved cock-block you. Second, if th~re are any 
congress with a non-American." anti-American protests going on, take care 
rook said the 2004 overseas-coitus to avoid women carrying signs. Third, 
show a slight recovery from the all- focus your itinerary on countries like Ire-
w reached in November 2002, after land and Japan that are still relatively 
~hanistan invasion and during esca- friendly to Americans." 
l:IJC::onflict with Iraq. But the figures are "You may WaJ?.t to write off France alto-
ell below those of 1999, when Bi)l gether,"Hapbrook added. 
was in office and a very healthy 67 · · Hapbrook said he developed his tactics in 
t of respondents scored abr:oad. 1983, when the American government was 
in Amsterdam-Amsterdam, for practicing hardline Cold War foreign policy 
's sake"--and I'm in the mlddle of the and he was spending his junior year abroad. 
t dcy spell ~ can remember," Higgs Above: A recent anti-American protest in Paris. Higgs, who spends most of his time in his 
ILast week, I was making out with some Eurotrash disco to dance and they "I voted for Kerry and I marched against hostel playing solitaire and watching DVDs 
11f1lian gid ~t a concert. It was all going started yelling at me," Knight said. ''They the Iraq war," Biehn said. "But when I got on his laptop computer, urged students 
until the music ended and she heard said that by paying taxes to the American ·to Europe, I might as well have been wear- back home to write to their congressional 
erican accent. I swear to God, I government, I am no better than a fascist. . ing a Bush bumper sticker on my forehead repres~ntatives. _ · · 
om the cusp of a hand job to, 'Why Well, they would know, I guess." and star-spangled cowboy boots. As soon "This affects all of us," Higgs said. "The 
your countcy sign the Kyoto Treaty?"' Even students who actively oppose Pres- as the French guys hear I am from the government has to acknowledge the needs 
ersity of Colorado junior Casey ident Bush are susceptible to criticism, U.S., all they want to do is argue politics.". of young Americans. Too many U.S. citi-
t recently arrived in Amsterdam according to Emily Biehn, a Duke Univer.: "And switching tactics ·and acting 'like · zens in foreign -lands are spending sleep-
i:J month in Germany. sity student spending her spring semester you're totally apathetk about politics just less, lonely nights jerking off in increas-
~1sked a group of German girls at in Paris. pisses them off even more," Biehn added. ingly filthy sleeping bags. It sucks." fiJ 
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•rs. This show will not .stop airing 
Cwe've deliverea on our promise, and 
l that video." 
1
ce 1990, America's Funniest Home 
l~s' producers, technicians, and hosts 
I spent millions of hours poring over 
tr entries, listening to sou~d-effects 
t>ilations, and tirelessly airing the 
·; of their collective labor before care-
~ selected focus groups. 
~tfy'e producer Vin Di Bona said he 
_.expected the search to go on for so long. 
.. 'hen we set out on this quest, we 
med it would take two, three years 
'Di Bona said. "We thought someone 
1here in America had the funniest 
"'e video at the ready, and we'd just give 
tational audience. Fift~en years later ... 
l. we know the video is out there, but 
~times, late at night, I 'do. worry that 
)Cked.in a trunk somewhere,. and we'll · 
tr get our hands on it." 
· Bona said that, although the show . 
·aired hundreds· of classic moments-
,: talking, elderly men de-pantsed, and 
.ical water-skiing accidents-no video 
been "the one." 
le've come close,"Di Bona said."Paral-
1arking Grandma was almost there. If 
r she'd knocked over two more l.awn 
1ments. Or if we'd just nailed the sound 
ct. We knew the 'bo~ng' wasn't enough, 
we felt the 'ker-boinnng, waaaah' wa~ 
much." 
i Bona had di~culty pinpointing what 
team is looking for. 
;\!hen we see it, we'll know it," Di Bona 
said. "It's not as simple as determining . 
whether a cat is funnier than a cockatiel. 
There are a million X-factors involved-
timing, framing, . how onlookers react 
when the groom falls into the cake." 
"I could throw criteria ·around all day," Di 
Bona added. "The simple truth is that, if a 
video doesn't ·cause an immediate . gut · 
reaction, I toss it in the garbage." , 
According to Di B<?na, staying focused 
on the quest for the ultimate funny home 
-video has put a lot of pressure on the 
show's hosts. · 
"[Original host] Bob Saget was a man 
obsessed,'' Di Bona said. "After working. on 
Full House, Bob was really excited to do a · 
show with a purpose. But the 80-hour 
weeks started to wear him down. One late 
night during season . six, Bob flipped. He 
started cursing, thrqwing things, and 
screaming-that we were no closer to find-
iilg America's funniest home video than 
we were when we'd started. In 1997; when 
he heard the news that Germany had 
found their nation's funniest video, he quit. 
He couldn't ta~e the pressure anymore." 
Added Di Bona: "I still have faith that 
we'll find that perfect clip. And, at that 
point, we'll go off the air-in triumph." 
Boston resident Nathan Lister is one Qf 
thousands of viewers who contend that Di 
Bona should end his· search. 
~I don't see how anyone could see the 
1997 clip 'Boy Loses Mug' and argue it's not 
the one," said Lister, who founded It's Over, 
a group that advocates naming the clip 
America's funniest home video. "You can 
watch it"without the 'honk' or the slide whis-
tle or Bob Saget's post-clip commentacy-
it's still hysterical. It's the scene that every 
home-video enthusiast dreams of: that per-
fect combination of youthful innocence and 
genitai pounding." 
The 13-s·econd clip features a medium-
shot of a 4-year-old boy sitting in a highchair 
and waving his juice mug while his father 
prepares him a bowl of cereal. The father 
struggles withJhe bag until it rips, sending 
cereal flying into the air. The surprise causes 
the boy to jerk his arm, and his cup slips 
from his hat.id and flies into his fathe?s gen-
itals. A golden retriever rushes in to eat the 
spilled cereal, jumps on the prone, agonizect 
fa~er, and the camera swivels back to the 
co¢used, worried face of the boy. 
·"The timing in 'Boy Loses Mug' is 
absolutely perfect,~ said Lister. "We've peti-
tioned ABC to rerun the clip, but they keep 
giving us the runaround. We want people 
to see that the title of America's funniest 
home video is not up for grabs." 
Continued Uster: "The goal of America's 
Funniest Home Videos has alre~dy been 
achieved. Why ABC would want to beat a 
dead horse like ~is, I have no idea." fiJ 
Above: ''Table Te111is, Anyone?" is one of many home videos that failed-to earn the title of ''funniesl" 
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Destination: Another Level 
Baby, you are the one true love of my life. 
You are the one I dream about both night 
and daySou are the one who lights the fire 
of _my desire. Also, you have beautiful 
facial skin: 
It is because ·of 
these various 
things that I want 
to ' take you to 
another level. Do 
you. desire any-
thing? Let me 
know, and I will 
fulfill that thi,ng. 
Do you want me 
By Smoove B to serve you a 
glass of the most 
expensive white wine ·that can be pur-
chased in all of Asia? Do you want me to 
caress your body so slow that it drives you 
crazy? Do you want me to arrange a_ ride 
in an extra-lbng limousine, stocked with 
many sodas and steered by a professional-
ly trained driver? All you have to do is tell 
me your wish, because that wish is my 
command. I will even get down · on one 
knee if you desire it. · 
If you let me fulfill your faritasies, I 
promise I will take you to another level. 
Girl, if you ·will only come back to me and 
give me another chance, I will show you 
all the love I have inside. And I will be real. 
I will not disappoint you. 
I know that I have made mistakes, and 
that I have been unfaithful, and that I have 
disappointed you i!} the past. And .for these 
various things that I have done wrong I am 
truly sorry. Please let Smoove make it up 
to you. 
Several days ago, I tried to make things 
r right again by i.llviting yqp to my apart-
ment, which overlooks the city. I promised 
to cook you a lavish dinner which would. 
include succulent lobster with melted, but-
- ter, peas and, of course, rolls. I also prom-
ised that wheri we completed the meal, 
there would be a· mouth-watering dessert 
item such as a fine pie or a cheesecake 
con!aining strawberries or -some other 
such fruit. 
As I told. you, you would also experience 
a night of heated lovemaking in wpich the 
light breeze from the bay window would 
cause the white satin sheets on my circu-
lar bed -to flow in the air and caress our 
intertwined bodies in slow motion. And 
this effect would take place while we are 
in the foreplay stage, when I am care~sing 
your beautiful body from behind, and you 
ar~ bending your head back in ecstasy. I 
would rub exotic oils into every inch of 
your body. I would bathe you. I would lick 
you. 
But you have not responded to my invita- . 
· tion, so I am now offering you an even 
m.'ore romantic getaway, away -from my 
apartment. Away from all the stresses of 
the world. This, I promise, will take you to 
another level. You know that no one can 
freak you like I can. Girl, I want to take 
you right now and feel you up from 
behind. 
. However, I do not want to rush things. I 
want to take it very slow. Our romantic 
getaway ~ill take place at one of the fan-
ciest hotels in the city. Furthermore, I 
promise that there will be plenty of towels 
available: 
_ First, I will call the hotel-reser.vation_s 
number and ask to reserve a room. It will 
be the Presidential .Suite, and it will fea-
ture a hot tub and many fine chairs. Then, 
I will giye the hotel my credit-card number 
and the expiration date of the card in 
order to pay for this getaway upfront. 
The morning before our romantic night 
together, I will send you a dozen roses. 
They will be delivered to yo~ at your 
workplace, all at my expense. The roses 
will sit on your desk at work and remind 
·you of me and au the sweet love we would 
make if you were to meet me at the hotel 
suite later in that same day, around 8 p.m. 
The note attached to the flowers will say, 
"Girl, you are the woman of my dreams. 
Meet me tonight. The addre_ss of the hotel 
is 870 Cooley Boulevard. Go up Portage 
Avenue and make a left after you get to 
Sixth Street. It i~ just past the intersection. 
If you ,get to the deli with the red a\vning, 
you have gone too far. Peace. Smoove." 
I will see to it that. the hotel serves us the. 
finest meal it can pos~ibly prepare. We will 
enjoy steak and potatoes, and possibly 
-com .. The m~at . will be tender ~d juicy, 
cooked to perfection, with a little pink still 
on the inside. I will insist upon the finest-
- quality steak sauce -and candles. I will 
demand that they use only the finest cut-
lery, as well, scrubbed to perfection with 
the only finest dishwashing soap- avail-
~ble in the finest grocery store in all of 
France. 
After we dine, I will tear off your clothes 
and bring you to the bed. We will listen to 
the riew CD from Silk, featuring the amaz-
ing Darrell "Delite" Allamby. I will take you 
by the hand and guide you like a guardian 
angel to this other level which I referred to 
earlier. I will caress your entire body up 
and down. I will lightly kiss you on your 
shoulder. This will drive you insane. I will 
lightly kiss you on your back. This will 
drive you even more insane. At this 
stage, you will know what I am talkiiJ_g 
about when I refer to another level, 
because you will be experiencing a level 
of pleasure which you never knew exist-
ed. I will kiss you on the indented area 
on the underside of your knee, and . this 
. will make you scream and shout. Then I 
will hit you doggy-style until the break of 
dawn. -
Aw, I want you now; girl. Set it out for me. (lJ 
• • 
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Congolese Civil War Buff 
Fights In Civil War 
BR.t\ZZAVILLE, CONGO-Jean-Pierre 
Uyoya, a longtime Congolese Civil War 
enthusiast, was excited to enlist in the 
Congolese Liberation Movement army 
Monday. "I can't wait to participate in my 
first Civil War enactment," said Uyoya, 
polishing up his authentic 1999-era Uzi. 
"I've been a ·huge Congolese Civil War 
buff ever since it started in 1997." On Fri-
day, Uyoya's army unit will march north 
for· a historically accurate ambush of the · 
Lendu-controlled city of Bunia. 
· C~cky Attempt To Operate_ 
ATM In Spanish Backfires 
- SAFFORD, AZ-During . a Monday 
night stop at an automated-teller 
machine, an overconfident Scott Tifton 
failed to withdraw cash using ·the 
machine's Spanish instructions. "My girl-
friend Lisa was with me at the ATM, so I 
pressed Spanish as a joke,''Tiftc:>n said. "I 
figur~d I could rely on my high-school 
Spanish, but instead ·of giving me $100, 
the_ deposit slot lit up. Then I hit -what I 
thought meant 'cancel'~ couple times, and 
it ate my card. We were going out to din-
ner for our two-year anniversary, and Lisa 
had to pay."Tifton said he probably. could · 
have figured out 'the instructions if he had 
been at his normal branch. 
Bathroom Too· Disgusting 
To Shit In 
AUSTIN, TX-The men's bathroom at 
area rock club Emo's was declared too 
. repulsive for the emptying of concertgoer 
Max Risdy's bowels Saturday night. "The 
floor was covered with water, there was 
toilet paper and garbage everywhere, and 
it smelled disgusting," Risdy said, wincing 
at the memory Monday. "It was really not 
the kind of place you want to leave a big 
pile of digested food matter after squeez-
'ing it through your rectum from the 
depths of your bowels." Risdy added that 
the area near the music venue's stage was 
too loud and crowded. 
Congressman Picked Last · 
For Committee On 
Youth Fitness 
WASHINGTON, DC-U.S. Rep. Jim 
Langevin (D-RI), an awkward, unpopular 
legislator from Rhode I~land's 2nd 
District, was picked last for the new 
House Committee On ' Youth Fitness 
Monday. "I didn't even want to be on that 
dumb comrp.ittee," said Bonior after being . 
made the final pick byTod~ Platts (R-PA), 
the committee's athletic, well-like 
man. "I'm only doing it because I 
be on one more committee to 
credit for this term." Bonior rep 
stood at the front of the Hous~ flo 
ing the selection process, . tryiilg 
noticed. 
GirHriend Acting All Cli_ 
After Getting Pregnant 
BELLE CHASSE, LA-Human-r~ 
manager Dave Buckner, 27, said 
that longtime girlfriend Janice Fee 
_has been "a lo..t more clingy" eve 
June, when she learned she was pr 
with his child. "All of a · sudden, sh 
ing 'I love you' six times a day and 
to sit around hugging on the c·o 
night,'' Buckner said. "I'm not sure· 
gotte~ into her, but it's getting 
annoyil).g." Buckner added that the 
way he can stand six arid a ha 
months of Feener's behavior, and · 
sidering buying her a puppy to ke 
company. 
'Expect Delays' Signs 
Pla_ced Randomly 
Throughout Nation 
WASHINGTON, DC-Exp~ndin 
the already omnipresent signage 
ports and on highways, the gove 
has pos_ted more than 150 
"Expect Delays" signs at random 
tions _across the U.S. "I went to Sa 
to buy some groceries, and there's 
sign warning me to expect delays 
pasta 'aisle,'' Dori Reilly of Inkste 
said Monday. "When I got home, 
was a ·big sign on my fridge. I had t 
. ·almost an hour before I could put 
the milk." 
Dance-Club Bathro.om 
Left Out Of Gay .Co~ple' 
M·eeting Story · 
~INNEAPOLIS-During an an 
sary get-together at their apartment 
day, Matthew Ledger and Dale Rob 
told the · story of thei~ first meetin 
curious friend, omitting key detail 
took place in the men's room of a 
nepin Avenue· dance club. "Oh, we 
The Gay -'90s," Robertson said; ma · 
mention of the fellatio Ledger perfo 
on him in the second-floor restroom.' 
·bought me ·a drink, and we ende 
dancing _together all night long. Wh 
date was pulling hjm out of the club 
end of the night, he slipped me his 
ber." Helen Meske, the friend who 
about the couple's meeting, said. the 
was "so sweet." (lJ 
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